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no

matter how you cut it, the new Gleason
Pfauter P 60 Horizontal Hobbing
Machine raises finer pitch gear hobbing
£0 a new, more productive

level.

No other hobber in its class offers:
• A fully integrated, very fast gantry
loader system, with buffer storage,
easily adaptable to different part types;
• A new direct-drive hob and work

spindle that raises hob and workpiece
speeds to the highest levels;
1.1A unique thermally stable work area

that facilitates the disposal of "hot chips";
I. A low-cost, compact footprint (only 3.5
sq. meters) configuration .
• Gear tools ro sui; your
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application from
Gleason Cutting Tools.
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Chicago, Septem.oor 6·13, 2000

If you make gears, make it to IMTS Booth 7040 and 6.953
The Sigma Pool companies will welcome gear-making professionals to Chicago, in the
Land of Lincoln, to see the latest in CNC gear manufacturing technology - from cutting
tools 10 gear inspection,
The key word for Sigma Pool processes is integrity, and we look forward to demonstrating to you the value and effecllveness of our bobbing. shaping ..spiral bevel gear
cutting and measuring technology.
C!IR.ClIE 1
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a'mbig believer in the value of IMTS as a marketplace where gear manufacturers can go and look at the latest machine tools

I

and processes; compare hobbing machines, gear grinders and inspection eqllipn.rent: see turning, milling. or grinding machines
in action; and ask questions of the various vendors all in one place. This year'slMTS promises to be the bigges; ever, and I
have no doubt that it will be a valuable experience to those who go there looking for ways to improve the way they manufac-

ture products.
But mere will be a new breed of exhibitor at this year's IMTS. Th.ey'J1.try to lure you to their booths with the candy of e-eernmerce and all it entails. They'U try to convince you that you need them and that you can't survive withoutlhem. The)'c "dot-cem"
companies arc ready to show you the wonders of the new 'economy. and they're waiting for you.
I'm sure you've run across them already. These guys. are everywhere. Their promotions have infested my mailbox, my magazines. my compurer=-even the billboards Isee on my way to work, Over the past couple of years, the dot-cams-along
with their
supporting cast of venture capitalists. programmers and ad agencies-have discovered the industrial marketplace, Lately, they've
made so much noise that they've managed to create, in some areas, a sense of panic.
These companies say they can revolutionize the way you do business and that E-commerce is the future. They say their
newest systems for online auctions, requests for quote. negotiating platforms. supply chain integration, or any of a thousand
other buzzwords will put you ahead of your competition. The implicit threat, of course, is that if you don't take advantage of
this new technology, you'll be left out of business and wondering what happened. My advice to you is: Ignore the hype ancllook
at what is really going on.
Many of the dot-corns make it sound as though they've invented new marketplaces, when. in reality.they're just 'tapping into
markets that already exist. But they're not creating markets; they're feeding off of them. My gut tells me that after the frenzy
dies down, most of these companies won't be around. There simply isn't enough business to spread among them. Even more
important, many of these companies don't understand 'or address the normal rhythms and subtle nuances of doing business in
the niches they're targeting.
Some of the e dot-corns will not survive, bUI. some ofthem will. While they may not understand everything about the way our
businesses are conducted, and while they're still experimenting to find the model that will work best for themselves and their customers, these companies do have the potential of offering some value.
Whetl1er you are Iooking to buy industrial goods or sell them, the Internet offers efficiencies and reach that you can't possibly
gel by phone. fax.or travel, Most of the dot-corns will only slice off a small percentage of each sale for themselves, The value of
finding new suppliers or customers, or the value of Finding them faster, may be worth the price, and you'd 'be well advised to keep
yourself informed about these companies and the possibilities they offer.
HUI it may be too easy to forget that there's more to sec at IMTS than the dot-corns. Most of you are in the business of creating value for your customers. Even in the Internet Age, the things that will bring you success in the marketplace=-digitul or otherwise-are the same things that have always brought you success, such as serving your customers, producing a better product, and
offering a.fair price.
The advantages of the Internet boil down to faster and better communication, ways of reaching custorners und ways for them
10 reach you and find you that didn't exist ten years ago. But the Internet is still only a small part of the picture. The bigger pari of
the picture is what you'll find at. the rest of IMTS-you know, the pan with the chips flying.the smell of lubricant and the thrum
of the machine tool ,

We can't forget that ]MTS is the International Mamifactllrulg Technology Show, and manufacturing is what it's all about. When you to go to the show, you might be lured into the booths of
the dot-corns, and [encourage you to learn ,1lI1you can while you're there. But don't let it lake time
away from the re t of the show. The focus should still be on the iron. Cutting chips (along with any
number of other gear manufacturing operations) is where you create value for your customers.

Michael Goldstein, Publisher and Editor-in-Ctlief
JULYI",UOUST
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,RcVOWTIONS,

_

Welcome to Revolutions, the' ,column that ,brings rou the latest most up-todate ,andeasr-tD-read information about the' people a,ndtechnology of fhe
!Jear in,dustry. Revoluli,o,ns w,elcomes your submissions. Please' send
, them to Gear Technology, P.O. Box '426, Elk Grove Village, It 60009, fax
(8411437-6678,ore-mail people@geartechnol.ogy.com. If you'd like more information about ,any of the articles that appear, please' circle the ,pp,.,opr;,"
number on the Re,der Service Card.
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you need an undercut," Hounchell says.
"We found, however, that the undercut
weakened the parts so much that they
would snap off in the transmission under
high torque conditions." The Profilator
machine is able to cut the part without the
undercut required by blind spline broaching. It also doesn't need coolant or other
cutting fluids, and it doesn't require any
costly finish grinding process.
The cutting process used by the

If you're making
parts like these,
and want to make
them twice as fast
or at half the cost

Profilator machines at ZF-Batavia is
similar to hob bing, except that the cutting tool is a fly cutter with rough and
finish inserts. Multiple rows of inserts
can be placed on each arbor, so that
when one set wears down, you can shift
down to another set on the same arbor.
Instead of costly regrinding or resharpening of the cutting tool, the manufacturer just has to replace the inserts, says
Eaton, resulting in savings on overall
tooling costs.

Ikona Planetary Gearboxes. Courtesy of Ikona
Gear Technology Inc.

The Ikona Gear: A New
Planetary Gear System
In the ongoing battle to increase
torque and efficiency while decreasing
size, !kona Gear Technology, Inc., of
Vancouver, British Columbia, is offering
a single-stage planetary speed reducer
that company president Laith I. Nosh says
is the first major invention of its type to be
patented since the 1950s. "Most patents
are for layouts using tooth forms that
were invented years ago," says Nosh.
Originally developed in Russia for the
MI-2E helicopter, the !kona tooth has a
somewhat similar appearance to the traditional involute tooth. However, !kona
teeth are non-involute. The pinion teeth
have convex profiles, while those of the
internal gear are concave, making for
favorable contact conditions. According
to Nosh, the !kona tooth form is new and
offers important advantages in the areas
of achievable ratios, zero backlash and
rated torque.
Achievable Ratios. "An important
advantage of the !kona tooth form for
internal gear pairs," says Nosh, "is the
that the difference in the tooth numbers
between the pinion and the internal gear

can be as small as one without causing tip
interference." Nosh explains when the
Ikona tooth form is used in otherwise conventional planetary gear trains, the range
of achievable ratios becomes enormous.
According to Nosh, a designer can
use the Ikona tooth form to obtain any
ratio between 9 and 5,000 with an error
of less than 0.1 %. "Ikona's single-stage
layout means that for any specific ratio,
we can design a reducer that is much
more compact and efficient than a comparable multi-stage reducer." An example of this can be found in a job Ikona is
doing for a steel producer. "We are now
building two 100-HP units that need to
fit into spaces for lO-HP units," said
Nosh. "The existing 20-HP units had
been failing on a continuing basis and
they needed a more reliable planetary to
fit into the same space."
Contact Ratios. Another advantage
Nosh sees in the Ikona tooth form, and
where he says it fares better than the
involute form, is in the area of contact
ratio. "With the involute tooth form, the
contact ratio is approximately 1.8, producing a maximum torque that is limited
by the highest tooth force which can be
carried by a single tooth pair," said Nosh.
Higher torque means large teeth and a
large gear system. In the Ikona the contact ratio is larger-in many cases much
larger-than
the ratio for an involute
gear, allowing for the transmission of
large torque output as well as for the zero
backlash qualities that Nosh says are
inherent in the design.
Rated Torque. According to Nosh, the
rating methods for spur gears published
by the AGMA and the ISO are not appropriate to Ikona gears. However, practical
experience can serve as a guide to the
designer and could ultimately lead to such
ratings. "To take advantage of the Ikona
tooth form," said Nosh, "it is preferable to
use a gear pair in which the contact ratio
is as large as possible. Clearly, multiple
tooth contacts will allow output torque
that is considerably higher than that carried by involute teeth." Nosh also said,
"Companies presently considering licensing the technology have spent a lot of
money to develop new products, only to

see them duplicated by others a year later.
The Ikona Gear System will prevent this
from happening since it is hard to reverseengineer the Ikona tooth form. These
companies also like the fact that no special equipment is needed to manufacture
the Ikona gear." 0
Circle 252

If you found this column of interest and/or
useful, please circle 201.
If you did not care forthis column circle 202.
If you would like to respond to this or any
other article in this edition of Gear Technology, please fax your response to the
attention of Charles Cooper, senior editor, at
847-437-6618or send an e-mail message to
Charles@geartechnology.com.

Dry Hobbing From Mitsubishi: Twice
The Productivity, Three Times The Tool
ute, And A Cleaner, Healthier Shop.
Now you can cut gears in a way that's
totally clean and dry, with great precision,
in about half the time, meaning a big
reduction in cost per manufactured part
- and with three times the tool life.
It's dry hobbing from Mitsubishi. You've
got to see it.

•
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"MACHINE

Quieter Gears.
Engineered Metals.
There's only one way to ensure that
tbe gears you produce win always deliver
superior and quiet performance. Make sure
they're bred from quality stock.
Dura-Bar" continuous-cast gmy and ductile
iron performs like free-macbining steel with an
important added bonus - quieter operation.
Like steel, Dura-Bar can be austempered,
through-hardened, flarae-hardened, or inductionhardened for added wear resistance. But the
superior noise and vibration damping characteristics
of Dura-Bar make for quieter running
gears. And Dura-Bar is 10%lighter than steel.
Dura-Bar round bars are available in diameters
ranging from 5/8" to 20" and Iengths of 6-20'. So you
won't need to make major changes in your machining equipment.
And our extensive inventory means Dura-Bar is available now - when you need it.
When it's quality material, quiet performance, and quick delivery that
.~""·o
..
count, look to continuous-cast Dura-Bar for your gear production needs.
_

- - D .......
.
DuRA-_.u.tU'(.
®

.

i

Continuous Cast Iron Bar Stock

1-800-BAR-MILL (227-6455): • 815-338-7800·
Fax: 815·338·1549
2100 West Lake Shore Drive, Woodstock, IL 60098-7497
Web Site; www.dura-bar.com • E-mail: sa1es@dura-bar.com

Contact us for the matestdata on.gear noise.
CIRCLE
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_-----------IIMTS

PRE-SHOW
COVERAGE.

Charles M. Cooper

WHAT liS IMTS?
Founded in 1927 as the Machine Tool Show and held every
two years, the International Maaufacturing Technology Show
(Th1TS) ha grown into the largest manufacturing trade show in
both North and South America. The statistics for the [998 show
offer a glimpse of this magnitude. Over I.,440 exhibitors showed
off 60 million pounds of machinery and went through 5 million
pounds of display materials during the week long show. The
show organizers themselves sent out 2,.632,560 promotional
pieces. Twenty-three foreign machine tool associations participated. It took 4,600 trucks to get everything to McCormick
Place for the show. There were 450 journalists covering the
event, which was attended by J2J,764 people. There was
$l,034.6 18,000 worth of business transacted on the show floor
ofWMTS 1998.
Because of the scope of the soow-and this one promises to be
even larger than the last one-everyone involved in manufacturing
or in the purchase of manl[facturing machines from the hop floor
to the executive suite will benefit from a visit to INITS 2000. This
will be your best chance to see machines from 36 countrie up and
running and to talk to the people who build them.
In addition to the exhibits, IMTS 2000 will host technical COIIferences pon: ored jointly by the Society of Manufacturing
Engineers (SMB) and the Association
For Manufacturing
Technology (AMT) covering a variety of industrial: and manufacturing topics (see "Technical Conferences"), IMTS will also host
The Student Summit, which offers students a chance to see what
manutactaring is really an about as a viable career choice.
A show the size of lMTS requires a venue that can not only accommodate, but also complement, !:he . how. McCormick: Place, on
Chicago's lakeliunl. is Ihelarge l convention pace in the United States and the only one large enough 10 handle a how the ize of IlMTS.
Tasing care of travel and accommodation is the responsibility of Travel Technology Group, which has been appointed to coordinate and
manage travel and hotel arrangements. for exhibitors and attendees alike (see "Traveling 'to mMTS:").

TIHIERE IS OOIN:G TO BE ..A, LOT IGQIING, ON AT IIIMlTS 2000. HIE:REIS A TASTE OF WHAT YOU CAIN EXPECT.
The Society of Mlanufacturig Engineers ISMEI and The Association for Ma,nufacturing Technology (AMT) have
once again del/eloped a comprehensive aducationat conference to run concurrently with IMfS. Called the IMiIS
2000 !Manufacturing Conference, it brinqs together experts from industry to give attendees the most useful and
up-to-date technical information available. The big ditterencs this year listhe new format, which otters three new
opportunities for you to benefit from the contersncs. They includ,e keynote presentations hom top industry protesslonals dealing with strategic manufacturing practices and the economy's effect on manufacturing. There will
also be technology forums, presenting the latest in manufacturinq technology from industry lea dars, followed
by & A style panel discussions; as well as both full- and half-day conferences on a variety of topics, These
include machining and grinding, forming, plastics, management practices, factory automation, design engineering, computer technology solutions, environmentall issues end leadership development.

a

_

___
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TOUR THE, PAVIIILlONS
To mah findingl the companies and products you want to
see ,easier. IMIS 2000 is organized ,into various pavilions.
They include: Abrasive Machining., Sawing and 'Finishing:
Business Services" Control's & CAD-CAM. EDM. Gear
,Generation,

I!.asers

&

Laser

'Components/Cleaning/Environmental,

Systems,

Machine

MetallCuning.

Metal

Fonning & Fabricating. Quality Assurance. and Tooling &
Workhol'ding Systems.

Abrasive Machining, Sawing and Finishing Paviilion
INorth IBuildingi-H'all B)
The Abrasive Machining section win include various types of
grinder Including cylindrical, internal, angular wheelside,
creep feed, centerless, surface, abrasive belt, jig. tool and cutter,
and universal grinders. The ection willalso feature abrasive
cutoff machines. The Sawing area will feature band, circular and
hack saws. Finishing equipment win include machines for buffing and polishing, vibratory finishing and lapping. Debarring
and marking equipment wiH also be featured.

Business Services (Noll1hBuil'ding-Concourse

lobby)

Here you will find. industry related publications as well asgovernment and other non-manufacturing organizations.

Controls & ICAD-CAM (East Building-:H'all D)
Featured in the 2000 show are C]MJCAD/CAM systems, CNC
controls, automation management systems, communications systems and LAN, software development services, computers and
software, instruments, controls and systems integration services.

EDM 'lEast Buildilng-HaIllID')
[MTS 2000 promises to be one of the largest gatherings of electrical discharge machinery and related equipment manufacturers
under one roof. Products and technologies on display will
include wire EDM, ram type EDM, EDM filtration systems and
supplies, metal disintegrators and die sinking machines.
Gear Generatiion (Noll1hBuil'ding-Ha'lllIBI

.ENOLD
Precision Technologies

SEE US AT IIMTS BOOTH #fi9H
14,

GEAR

TECHNOLOGY

CIRCLE 197

Over 19,000 quare feet of floor space win be occupied by
exhibits from nearly every major company serving the gear
industry. Manufacturers of gears and related equipment will
find gear hobbing, shaping, shaving, skiving, ro.lIing. grinding, lapping and measurement systems in this pavilion. See
"Places to Visit" for a listing of gear industry vendors you do
not want to miss.

••••
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lasers& laser Sy.stems(North Buifding'-HalillBI
World leaders in la er production and laser technology in manufacturing will feature a wide range of applications including
metal cutting. marking. cribing, drilling, cladding. trimming.
engraving, welding, heat treating and measurement,

JIEIIL
SOUTH KOREA

150 up to 1.•800 mm dia.
Gear Ho!b!bing M.o,chi'nes
ConventionarNC & CNC
1

Solid cast iron, rigid and durable design, GE
-Fonuc controls ... high quality at a great value more than 270 machines installed in the USA

Machine Com,Ponents/CI,eaning/Environmentall
(East IBuilding-HaIllIDI)
The Machine ComponenlsJCleaning/Environmental
Pavilion
features the newe t equipment. machine components, engineering services, environmental protection services and servicesfor
air, water and oil filtration and purifieatio • safety guards. mats
and equipment. Noise control equjpment, electrical equipment.
way covers/tracks, storage systems, parts cleaners, parts washers, material handling/storage systems, ball screws, bearings,
spindles, conveyors, AOVs coatings. servo motors, pumps.
degreasers, robotics, planl. mairuenance equipment, assembly
and test equipment, motion control equipment and environmental management software will also be on di play.

MODa
Max. Diameter
Max. Pitch

JIlP'3

Jlll'OOONC

Hob Speed

JDP'2
26"
!l.P.4"
68-220 rpm

31.5"
!l.P. 3.2"
30-225 rpm

39"
D.P.2.5'
30·130 fIlIT!

'PRICEinstalled

$79,500

$11011,350

$269,500

M'efal Cutting (South IBuilding - HalllA & North Buil'dingr-Halll C.I'

.5l1

This isthe largest pavilion at IMTS 2000 It will feature over
600,000 square feel of machining centers, turning centers, milling
machine • boring machine • drilling machine . transfer machine ,
screw machin , broaching machines. ki\ing/roller burnishing
machines, gun drilling machines, plano/mills.. boring mills, multiple sptndle drills, drilVmilllbore heads and slides. thread rolling, jig
boringlmiIJing machines, and whirling machines.

River Highway 1I200 Mooresville. 'NC 2BI17-6B30
Phone: 704·86 1·0790 • fax: 704-881-0851
E-moil: osimochinery@connine.com

.ASI Macl1ln.ery Co.

CIRCLE 188
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iMeta,1Forming & Fabricating (Nonh BuildingHH!all BI

~
...s:::::
t:.J

This pavilion features traight-side, OBI and hydraulic presses,
water jet cuttingequipment,
CNC turret punch presses, tube and
pipe benders, press brakes. roll benders. shears, welding and
robotics we.lcling equipment. hot and cold forming technology.
spinning machines, wire forming. fanning cells and systems,
foundry/casting and investment casting equipment, plasma cutting. friction welding. stress relief equipment. coil and sheet.
handling equipment and plate benders.

Oual'ity .Assurance (East Buillding-Hall

Q)

~

D)

Products and ervices here will include precision measuring
machine. coordinate measuring machines, precision gaging,
automated gaging. laser measurement in-process gaging, tool
condition monitoring equipment. measurement software. and
quality and environmental management. sofiwa.re.

Tooling &: Workho'iding Systems IEasllBuilding-Halll

The time is aJw~wsrighl for
SUHREII® spiral bevel gears,

E)

From angle bracket [0 z-axis fixturiJlg and everything in between,
the Tooling & Workholding Systems Pavilion at [MTS has it all
including boring bars, cutters, drills. endmills,fixtllring systems, gun
drilling tools. bobs, inserts. Jig, keyseating tools, lapping tools,
magnetic chucks. NC tables. over spindle adaptors, plate , quick
change dies, reamiDg tool • screw thread inserts, tool storage equipment, universal fixluring, vises. and workhold!ing systems.

So.lhlll'l' li:lJlllfaCllli1llF- Inc.
1'0 !lox I!~'I Rume, G~ jQ 16!·123~
rhflile 70i>·JI'·flO.lh • FAX' '116·J3HIIJ.lS

Tran

m(o@,uhll"=I('IUII

I

on expert
SUNREII

SEE IUS AT IMTS B'OOTHI #2633
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PRE-SHOWCOVERAGE

"THE CITY OF BIG SHiOULDERS ..•
... Hog butcher to the world." It has been a long time since
Chicago lived up to the letter of Carll Sandburq'sfaraous
words, but it has certainly continued to live up to their spirit.
Chi.cago has grown from those early stockyard days into a
city of contrasts and wonders with miles of beautifullakefront
parks and beaches, vibrant ethnic neighborhoods, the
nation's busiest airport and some of the world's tallest skyscrapers,
Make the time to discover
Chicago's bustling art sc ene, its
world-renowned
museums
and
superb theater, and don't miss Navy
Pier. You can also relax and enjoy
the exciting nightilife, fine restaurants, laketront festivals, outdoor
concerts and ever-changing calendar of special exhibits and events
that make Chicago special. For more
information on what's happening The new Skyline Tho.1nI at CIIicagu's
No.., ,Pie. 1IQ!I!s RIIny !!iIIdoo. ~Dn.er1s.
around town durinq IIMIS, here are ~ ... prooI.oIi .... Lild Ill.....'·"""'"'
{1'flGIo' Willy Sd\midVCity 01 Chicogo.
some places to call:
• The City of Chicago Office of S:pecial Events
1312) 744-3315

www.ci.chi.iI.u$/SpeciaIEvents
• McCormick Place
1312) 791-7000

wwvv.mccormickplace. com
• Navy Pier
(312) 7911-6113

www.navvpier:com
• Sears Tower
(312) 875-9696

httpi/w4.ci.chi.iJ.us/tourism/downtown/SearsTower.html

_

P'LAC·ES T'O VISIT
Listed bel'Dw are some of the gear industry related companies you should
visit on your way through IMiS 2000..Most 01 thesa booths are located inlha
Gear Generation Pavilion. North Bliil'ding. HaU B. Those Ihal ara nol are
noted ..Advertisers appear in bDldface typl!'-Please! see page 17.
AWA. Booth 7244

Bourn & Koch Machine Tool Company, Booth 7056
ColoniaJ Tool Group, Booth 5635 (North Building, Hall C, Metal
Cutting Pavilion)
D.. C. Morr:ison. Booth C-5650 (South Building, Hall A, Metal
Cutting Pavilion)
Emuge Corp., Booth 2844 (Lakeside Center. Hall E-Level I,
Tooling and Workbolding Systems Pavilion)
Forst GmbH & Co. KG, Booth 7126
Fromag GmbH & Co. KG, Boolh 7144
Gleason*. Booth 6931
• This /)00111includes Gleason Corporation, Gteason-Hurth Mascll/nell und Werkzeug
GmbH, Gleason Cutting Tools Corp .• Gleason-Pfauter Maschulenlabrik GmoH'. and

The Gleason Work.<.

Great Taiwan Gear Ltd.rLuren, Booth 7139
Holroyd, Booth 6917 (North Building, Hall S, Abrasive
Machining/SawingfFini.shing Pavjlion)
Kapp GmbH Werkzeugmaschinenfabrik,
Booth 6950
Kapp Sales and Service, Booth 6950
Kapp Tech, Booth 6950
KLF-ZVL, a.s, Kysucke Nove Mesto, Booth 7245
Koepfer America. L.L.c., Booth 6938
Lelstritz Corp .• Booth 5315 (North Building, Hall C, Metal
Cutting Pavilion)
Llebherr Gear Technology Co., Booth 7040
Lorenz Cutting Tools, Booth 6953
Manufacturing Technology, hie., Booth B·6005 (North Building.
Hall B, Metal forming and fabricating Pavilion)
MJtsubishi Machine Tools, Booth 8260 (South Building, Hall A,
Metal. Cutting Pavilion)
Mitts & Merrill L.P., Booth 7144
M & M Pirecision Systems Corp.,. Booth 7132
National Broach & Machine Co., Bootll7048
NILES Werkzeugrnaschinen GmbH, Booth 6950
Ohio Broach and MachIne Co., Booth A-8675
Progress Promotion Ltd., Bootll 7245
Reishauer Corporation, Booth 7033
Richardon, Booth 7033 (North Building, Hall B, Abrasive
Machi ni ngfSawinglFi nishing Pavi lion)
S. L. Munson. Booth B-6865 (North Building, HaJl E, Abrasive
Machini nglSawing/Fi nishing Pavilion)
SamputensililSU America, Inc., Booth 7047
J. Schneeberger Corporation. Booth 7053
Star Cutter Company, Booth 6953 (Also at Boodis 8-2700 & 8-2701)
Stieber Clamping Tools GmbH. Booth 6953
Suhner Manuracturing,. Inc., Booth 2633 (Lake Center, Hall E,
Levell, Tooling & Workholding Systems Pavilion)
Ty-Miles. lnc., Booth 7241

Ten Us What You Think ...
If

you found this article of interest and/or useful, please circle 203.

If you did not care for this article, circle 204.
If you would like to respond to this or any other article in this edition
of Gear Technology, please fax your response to the attention of
Charles Cooper. senior editor, at 847-437-6618.
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AIDVERTISIEIR INDEX
For more infonnation about a product or selVice advertised in
this lissue of G"8' T"chno/~gy,circle lbel ,appropriate number
on the Reader Response Card and put the 'card in the mail.

Manufacturmg'lechnology,

Inc. ha been
a world leader in the manufacture
of friction welding equipment
since 1'976. Friction welding
of two finished gears enables
custom gear designs. tighter
gear configurations and smaller
housing units by eliminating
the required cutter clear-ance.
Less cost and a choice of
different materials or alloy
combinations add to the
advantages of the friction welding proce s
over other welding methods. ~ ........

NEW! fR,Y OUR RAPID READtR IRESPONSE SYSTEM!'
Go 10 www:gBBifechnology;com/m.htm to request additional information from any advertiser in this issue. Your
requeSi will be sent to the' advertiser within 24 !hours for
super-fast turnaround!
ADVERtISER

AIW Systems
AGMA
American Metal Treating, eo.
American Wenl
Baril Intemauonal Corp.
Basic Incorporated Group.
Becker GearMeisten;,
Bourn & Koch Machine Tool Co.
Colonial Tool Group
D. C. Morrison
D.I.G.l.T., Inc,
Dr. Kaiser (S.L. Mll!lSO!l)
Dura-Bar
Ernuge Corp.
Fassler
Forest City Gear eo.
Gleason Corp.
Gleason Cutting Tools Corp"
Hofler
Holroyd
,!MTS
Insco. Corporation
ITW Heartland
Jeil Hobbing Machines
Kreiter-Geartecb

LeCount, Inc.
Leistritz Corp.
Liebherr Gear Technology
M&M Precision Systems
Manufacturing Technology, Inc.
MkroGear
Midwest Gear & Tool
Midwest Gear Corp.
Milwaukee Gear eo.
Mitsubishi Machine Tools
National Broach & Machine
Niagara Gear Corp.
Ohio Broach & Machi!!e CO'.
On-Line Serv ices
Parker Indu tries, [nco
ferry Technelogy Corp.
powertransmisslon ..com
Preci ion Gage
Presrite
Proces Equipment
Pro-Gear Company,loc.
Purdy Corporation
Raycar Gear & Machine
Roto- Technology
Russell, Holbrook & Henderson
Star Cutter ' o.

Suhner Manufacturing
Toolink:
United Tool Supply
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191,192
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136
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199
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146,164
190
153
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62
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183
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MLnufacturillg Tet/IDDID,,, Int~
1702 W. W.ashington 81. • SO. uth se.nd, IN 46628
219-233-9490· Pax 219·233~9489
We'bsite: www.mtiwelding.com

High quality-class A & AA skiving
hobs-fine, medium or coarse pltches,
Solid carbide up 10 app roximately 8
DP & carbide Ii pped for coarser
pitcl1es-even larger than 1 DP.

41
52
31
50
62
60.39
63

Shaper' ICuners,

S-hav"nlg
____I. C--tters
U
_

47

Sp ur or Helical.

Top quality, price &, reliable delivery.

60,53
2.63
15
51
54

:<.~~~~a~~R
\.~:.;
"'--v-1:I~
1650 SI'r,lI'v,·c

A',erlilr'

1·631-567-1000·
I'I\IT II' Oil Tiil' I\'el' ,ii

Iloh"llid

INDUSUilES

NY

INC

'1,"1i

Fax: 1-631-567-1355

WWW narkerinn

com I" E·Mall: sales.allarkennd.com
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The Math of
Noncircular Gearing
Williiam

GLOSSARY
IuMi
Pitch 'Point The ta ngent point
viewed
in the' transverse
plane of the gear where the
pitch curve rolls with the pitch
curve of a rae k or another
gear. During mesh this point
will move. but it will always lie
on the line of centers.

m

tl\rough the pitch point
Normal: As an adjective: being
at right angles. As a noun: a
straight line which meets a
surface perpendicularly.
Array:
The call ection of
coordinate
points
which
describe a form, There may
be, for example, an x array
and a v array, but mesa may

comparable

soidal gears, logarithmic

cover noncircular

gears, sinu-

spiral gears, and

gearing

What these

is a pitch curve defined

function.

which, of course,

mentioned

article

This

with free-form
includes

of teeth on the pitch curve, which

in the technical literature,

usually covered

to say, all this is possible only with the

help of a computer.

ill m with cyclic speed or motion variations,
will

usually

choose

between

or noncircu-

of the perceived

difficulties

Noncircular

input and also linear or

The tangent
slope angle.

motion,

and the wear distribution

gearing

is often better than a cam system

Linlt-Irc geomelJy: A Icrm
made up .of a series of ares
and/or' lines all connected
end tc end.

It

output, usually with a greater range of

motion than a cam. To magnify

of the

the eccentricity,

noncircular gears. They
of transmitting
power as well as

there are even compound
are capable

given lubricity.
for noncircular

Of

high-volume

extruded

Manufacturing

stamped,

parts, the costs are

to cam systems, Prototypes

are often

cut by wire EDM.
The design

starts

the same

design a cam, by knowing
placement,

velocities

way you would

the required OUiput disand cal-

and accelerations,

the pitch curves accordingly .. The pitch
curves may be closed for continuous motion, or
open for motion limited to less than one revolution. This article starts with the assumption that
you have done the preliminary work and know
the pitch curve form. However, you may wish to

culating

here for trial and error

design work.

Noncircular

shares many characteris-

gearing

tics with both ordinary

gearing

pitch circles of ordinary

gears roll together with-

and cams. The

out slipping and are tangent at the line of centers.
Similarly,

the pitch curves of noncircular

gears

roll without slipping and are tangent at the line of

than cam arrangements.

Slope ,"gle: The angle from
the positive X axis to a line
whie II is ta ngent to a form at
a given point
Slope:

gears,

gearing provides a greater variety

motions

allows linear or rotational
rotational

design and

of noncircular

manufacturing

they will be the last option considered.
of possible

he

a cam/follower

motion, some linkage arrangement,
lar gearing. Because

for

use the math presented

When the machine designer requires a mecha-

be spoken of collectivelv as

elements ere
numbered starting at one. The
index is a number which
points to a particular element
or coordinate in its arraV.

pitch

all the afore-

the x,y array.

Inetex: Array

will

functions .. This article also goes into

the generation
Needless

but

molded, broached,

by a mathematical

1I0t

cutter,

dard and high order elliptical

designs have in common

is

shaper

gearing is not new. There are
well-documented
articles covering stan-

circular gears mounted eccentrically,

curves,
Angle of obliquity: ~or two
rolling pitch curves, the angle
between the line of centers
and the common norma I

oncircular

c..Smith

of noncireular
for a

costs are higher

gears if they are cut with a hob or

centers.

Noncircular

internal.

They can also be helical,

gears

maybe

adds greatly to the complexity
ture.

The

applie

universal

external
although

or
this

of their manufac-

law of gear

tooth

action

to both ordinary gearing and noncircular

gearing. This law states that the common
through

normal

the 'contact point of two gear teeth in

mesh must pass through the pitch pain! (the pitch
point

being

curves).

the contact

Applying

point

of the two pitch

this law determines

profile of a mating gear, whatever

the tooth

arbitrary

tooth

profile may be chosen for the known gear. Also
note that if the tooth profile is such that the normal at some

hMIm.I
Gear pitch curve polar coordinates: rg, 8g

point does

not intersect

its pitch

curve, there is no solution for the mating tooth at
that point.

Rack pitch curve rectangular
c.oordinates:
xrpl, Ylpl

Ordinary

gear

are always associated

with a

rack: form whose pitch line rolls with the gear
Gea r IOOth ferm recta ngular
coordinates:
"gt, Vgt

pitch circle .. Similarly,

Rack. tooth form rectangular
coordin atas; xrt, Vrt

dated with a rack whose pitch curve rolls with the
noncircular gear pitch curve. This rack: association is important
because
two gear
whicll

Slope at xrtvrt:

18,
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Elliptical.and other non circular gears.
Courtesy of Cunningham Industries, Inc.
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noncircular

mesh with the opposite

gears are asso-

sides of a rack profile,

win mesh with each other. This implies that we
Oldy have to know the mathematical relation
between a gear and a rack instead of having to
know the relation between two gears.
Another aspect of tile rack is that, if the rack
teeth are straight- ided and all have the same
pressure angle, the center distance mounting of
the system is very forgiving-just
like the mounting of ordinary involute gears. Uefonunately
most designs have too much rise to allow this, and
the rack teeth pressure angles must vary to follow
the pitch curve. Because each nencireular gear
tooth is wedded to a particular mating gear or
rack space, the teeth do not need to be all alike.
There is [10 restraint 0[1 thethickness, height or
pitch of the teeth as long a ' a contact ratio of at
least one is maintained. Improved mesh may be
achieved if the gear's dedendum can be reduced
on parts of the p:itch curve that are closest to the
center of rotation. This relationship is very much
the same as in ordinary gearing where a rule of
thumb is that the ratio of Ute gear dedendum to
the gear pil,ch radius should be less than 0.14 to
avoid undercutting at the gear root.
Cams and noncircular gears also share a minimum size restraint in their design. for cams, i.t is
a well-known fact that when the ratio of the total
ri e to the cam minor radiu increases toa critical
level,there
will be a point where the pressure
.angle of Ute cam. system becomes unacceptably
large, Similarly, tor a noncjrcular gear, when the
ratio of the rise of the p.itch curve to the pitch
curve minimum radiu. increases to a critical
level,were
will be a point where we angle of
obliquity becomes unacceptably large, 45 degrees
being 'the usual limit. A large angle of obliquiry
also makes it difficult to designproper-meshing
gear teeth.
The free-form definition of the pitch curve is
usually made in terms of line-arc geometry, bul it
could al 0 consist of one or more mathematical
functions. To apply 'the math, 'the curve must be
redefined. as a closely paced et of rectangular
coordinates for the rack curve or polar coordinates for the gear curve. TYpically the spacing
will be about .0004 inches or .0005 radians. The
calculations are surprisingly simple ..
for our analysis, we will always usethe gear
center as the origin for bollI the gear fonn coordinates and the rack form coordinates, The polar
coordinates for the gear pitch cUJVe do not have
the tandard 'textbook'
configuration-c-angres
start at zero on the positive Y-axis and proceed
clockwise, Figure I shows the axis system with a
sample closed pitch curve consisting ofthreeare '.

y

x

-

Fig ..J-Axis !lyslem and samp.lepitc.h cuneo

-I

Fig. 2-Mating pitcl! curves..
and a line. The GLo sary (See sidebar) defines the
terms and symbols used. in Uris article .
If the given pitch curve is for a gear, then the
rack pitch curve is defined by the following algorithm:
1. Select the first point (rg, 9g) on the gear pitch
curve and set the first rack pitch curve coordinates: xrpl=O, yrpl:::rg.
2. If 9g equals zero then set XSHF=xrpl.
Set XSAV=xrpl, YSAV=yrpl, ASAV=Sg.
If there are no more points to. process then gil'
to. step 3.
Select the next point (rg, eg) on the gear pitch
curve and calculate the next rack pitch curve
coordinates:
xrpl",XSAV + YSAV· sine(8g-ASAV)., yrpl=rg.
Go to step 2 ..
3. Subtract XSHF from each xrpl coordinate.
Exit the algorithm.
If the given pilCh curve is for a rack, then the gear
pitch curve is defined by the {oUow.ing algorithm:
I. Select the fmc point (xrpl.yrpl) on we rack
pitch curve and set the firstgear pitch curve coordinates: rg=yrpi , '8g=O..
2. If xrpl equals zero then set ROT = 9g.
If there are no. more points to process, then go
to. step 3.

Wiilliiam IC, Smith
was employed as Principal
Engjnl'~rlScil'nlj I at

Barber-Colman Company
for many years and is ,nORI
se/f-employed as aconsultant and owner of Softwasr
Engineering Service. He
has authored several anicles on gear mall!i/acluFing
and !/Ia,!y computer programs if! the area 0/ gear
cutting tool desig» and

manu[acrurt'.
JULY/AUGUST
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Original gear meshes with this side of rack profile

Fig. 4-Meshlllg noncircuiar gears.
Set RSAV=rg, ASAV=9g, XSAV=:upl.
Select the next point (xrpJ,yrpl) on tile rack
pitch curve.
Calculate the next gear pitch curve coordinates:

:tg=:yijJl,9g=ASAV + arc.sin«xxpI-XSAV)IRSAV)
Go to step 2.
3. Subtract ROT from each leg coordinate.
Exit the algorithm.
Note that to simplify step 2 of both. algorithms,
we have assumed there will be a xrpl or a 9g coordinate of exactly zero. Since this is not ordinarily
the case unless you start at zero, you will need to
prescanthe (xrpl, yrpl) array or the (rg, Bg) array
and force a coordinate at zero using simple interpolation,
In both cases the resultant pitch curve coordinates should be converted to' line-are geometry
using a curve-fitting utility and the length of the
pitch curve calculated. If it is not equal to the
length of the mating pitch curve within about
,000linches, then the coordinate point spacing
2D
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should be reduced and the algorithm applied
again. These small increments simulate the calculus operation that would be applied to a pitch.
curve defined by a mathematical function,
Double precision arithmetic should be used in the
computer for these incremental summations in
order to avoid loss by rounding.
Figure 2 shows the rack pitch curve developed from the sample in Figure 1 as well as the
second mating gear pitch curve developed from
the rack pitch curve. In order to maintain the
same axis configuration, the rack pitch curve is
inverted and shifted vertically to calculate the
second mating gear pitch curve, Then the second
gear is reinserted to put it in running position
with the firs! gear.
Now we can position teeth along the rack pitch
curve. This can be done in several ways. The preferred method is to use a program to scan through
the (xrpl, yrp.l) array-starting at a measurement
that can represent the start of either a tooth or a
space, and then continuing to measure through
the array, altemale.ly findillg tooth and space positions at regular intervals. The measurement accumulates from point to' point by calculating the
straight-line distance between points,ignoring
curvature. This usually requires interpolation
between adjacent coordinate points to find an
exact tooth position. The result is a. table of X, Y
coordinates along the rack pitch curve through
which the rack teeth must pass. This table is then
used in a CAD system to form the straight-sided
rack teeth in line-arc geometry, or because of the
simplicity of working with straight lines, a program could be written to calculate the rack teeth
geometry. This rack tooth geometry should be
eontinuoua with rootelements and tip elements
connecting the flanks. If the corresponding mating gear pitch curve is closed, which signifies a
complete revolution, there should be an integral
number of teeth whose spacing can be calculated,
by dividing the length of the pitch curve by the
desired number of teeth. The origin for the rack
teeth geometry must be at the center of the gear.
Figure 3 shows the rack. teeth laid out on its pitch
curve. The following data can now be used to calcui ate the mating teeth form:
1, The rack pitch curve form expressed in line
arc format
2. The rack teeth geometry expressed as an array
of closely spaced (xrt, yrt) coordinates with
slope srt. In practice, YOII don't need togeneratethis array at all. Using line-arc format for
the rack. tooth geometry. pick off one (xrt,
yrt, srt) point at a Lime from the line-arc ele-

-

ments as the program loop is processed.
3. The xrplarray of rack pitch ClUVecoordinates
calculated earlier.
4. The 9g array of gear pitch ClUVecoordinates
calculated. earlier.
The combined! (xrpl, 9g) array represented by 3
and 4 above is a one-to-one 'correspondence of
rack translation and gear rotation. Use the following algorithm to find the fonn of the mating teeth
expressed as the (xgt ygt) array:
1. Select a point. (xn, yrt, srt). If there are no more
points then exit,
2. Calculate the slope of the normal through (xrt,
yrt): sn=-]/srt. Thi now defines the normal as
a line through (xrt, yrt) with slope sn,
3. Calculate the inter ection point (xi, yi) where
the normal intersects the rack pitch CUl'Ve •.(Use
a routine that calculates the intersection point
of either two lines or a line and circle. The
pitch curve is operated on one segment at a
time and checked. to see wltether the intersetion lies within the: segment. boundaries. If it
does. lhe intersection has been found .. The
original array of (xrp],yrpn points could also
be used to find the intersection instead of using
its line-arc equivalent.)
4. Scan the xrpl array to find the ilndex.lX,. in the
array where xrpl equals xi •. which will most
likely lie between two adjacent values in lite
xJPI may. Use linear interpolation to fi d the
fractional
posmon:
FRACTION
=
(xi - x.rpl(IX» I (xrpl(IX+l) - xrpl.(IX» •.
5. Find the corresponding angle in the 8g array:
ANGLE"" 8g(IX.) + .FRACT'ION * (8g(lX+l) i
I
- 9g(IX»
i
i
6. Calculate the gear tooth coordinates:
xgt=(xrt-xi.) • cosine(ANGLE) + yrt •
sine{ANGLE)
ygt=yrt • cosine(ANGLE) - (xrt-xi) •
sine(ANGLE)
1. Go to step 1
to step 3 of the algorithm, we have simplified
the process by assuming that there will be only
one intersection point You may need to consider
the possibility of two or more intersections. If
there is more than one intersection, only one of
them wil.l be correct. You wiU need to pI10gram an
inner loop in which separate (xgt, ygt) pairs are
calculated for each intersection and then the pair
which is closest to the previous point is chosen.
The best technique for searching the pitch curve
for the intersection point is to start the scan on
the pitch curve segment closest to the xrt valee
under consideration. Tlien alternately scan the
segments left and right of the starting segrnem,

This gives you the best chance of finding the
correct intersection first
There may be intersect:ion points (xi,yi)
mi sed becausethe rack pitch curve is not wide
enough. If the curve corresponds exactly to a
complete revolutiou of the mating gear, then a
portion of the end of the rack pitch curve should
'be copied. horizontally shifted and appended to
the beginning. A portion of the beginning should
be copied, horizoatally shifted and appended to
the end, The shift value applied to the copied
portions should be the exact X-extent of the
pitch curve. Each portion should be long enough
to contain about 3 teeth. The program needs to
realize when it has found an intersection in the
extended range so that,. before searching for a
match in the (xrpl, eg) array, xi will have the
shift value added or subtracted. Only adjust xi
for this search, not for caleulations in step 6. of
thealgoritllm.
The gear teeth array (xgt.ygO is processed
through a curve-fitting utility to provide line-arc
geometry output and then through a smoothing
utility to remove the loops which most onen
result from tooth generation. Figure 4 shows the
two noncircular mating gears, each of which had
their teeth generated by the rack teeth of Figure 3.
If you go through the effort of applying the
math of this article to your own computer program,a good test of the system is to form a
straight. horizontaliline rack pitch curve wilhurnfonn straight-sided rack teeth. The resultant output should be an ordinary involute gear. 0
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Precision Finish Hobbing
Yetim KoUyar
Introduction
Nowadays, finish hobbing (which means that
there is no post-bobbing gear finishing operation)
is capable of producing higher quality gears and is
growing in popularity.
This discussion addresses some of the challenges that gear makers experience when they
attempt to finish hob or skive hob gears to a higher quality standard; a quality level that is higher
than routinely expected in a production environment Figure 1 shows the inspection charts of a
gear with exceptional quality. One would expect
such a level of quality to be the result of a secondary gear finishing operation, e.g. shaving, honing. rolling, or gear grinding. However, this gear
was finished on a bobbing machine.
There are many .Iegitimat:e reasons to specify a
post-bobbing
gear finishing operation-eliminalion of heat treat distortions and elevated surface
finish requirements are just two, But 'there are also
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reasons that re u1t from old paradigms, which may
no longer be true.
Often, process engineers specify a (lost-hobbing gear finishing operation (snavirtg, for example) nat necessarily because the gear's geametric
quality and surface finish requirements
are
unachievable by the hobbing process, but rather
because it is difficult to consistently achieve the
desired qUality. In statistical terms, the hobbing
process has not been generally regarded as capable
of producing AGMA quality 9 or higher (the
process is considered capable when the process
capability
factor, Cp=Tolerance/(6Sigma),
is
greater than one). Another reason for specifying a
post-hobbing gear finishing operation was the generative nature of the nabbing process, which creates a distinct tooth topology resulting from hob
feed and enveloping marks (Fig. 2). A thlrd reason
for specifying a post-bobbing gear finishing operation was the possibility of productivity improvements during the rough hob bing. As compared to
finish bobbing, the rough bobbing cycle times are
usually much shorter since multi-start hobs and
higher feed rates can be applied.
The e paradigms can be challenged today. The
continuous improvements in machine. workholding
fixture, and hob quality combined with reliable QC
procedures have steadily upgraded the statistical
capability of the hobbing process. This, in tum •
makes the finish precision hobbingprocess worthwhile to consider for a wider range of applications
with greater precision requirements ..AJso. tooth SUl"face variation due to generating marks can be minimized with the selection of an optimum hob feed
rateand nurnber of hob gashes.oolh
surface variation due to. the generating marks caa be so insignificant (millionths of an inch) as campared with ather
gear geometry errors that it may not be of concern
for many gearing applications.
While the visual
effects of the hobbing generating marks can be dramatic, they hould not be confused with the gear
qUality. In fact. the better the gear quality is. the
mare unHonnlhe
generative marks are and lhe
greater the visual effects are. Finally, recent
advancements in carbide (or comparable) cutting
tool technology provide new oppommiue for productivity improvements, as the increased cutting
speed alJowed by these tools can shorten the finish
bobbing cycle time by a factor of two orthree,

Effects of Robbing Process Variables on
Various 'Gear Cbaracteristics
Various gear characteristicsare
important to
overall gear quality. Some of the most rommon:
characteristics th_at are monitored during a gear
manufacturing proees .are tooth lead. 'tooth profile,
pitch variation, runout, and tooth jhickness.
Hobbing process qllalityis.
affected by the
machine, fixture, blank, cutting tool, and cutting
conditions. The hobbing machine isa vel) important, and certainly tbe most expen ive, component
of the hobbing process. FrequenUy, it is imJPO sible
to make a quality gear withollt a good machine. No
wonder people pay the most attention to the
machine. However. often the greatest contributors
to gear quality are not the machine. but the fixture,
the cutting tool. the blanks. the cutting conditions,
or any combination thereof. These contributors
affect lead, profile. pitch quality and other gear
characteristics in different ways ..Below is III review
of some oflhe effects of these contributors on the
quality of various gear characteristics. This review
is not a comprehen ive troubleshooting guide. but
rather aJII attempt to create 111 checklist for gear makers who wish to can ider the hobbing process for
more precision gear finishing operations.
Gear Lead (Alignment)' 'Qualil;)'. Hobbing
methods can produce lead quality up to AGMA 11.
12 or even higher ina production environment.
Here are orne common factors thai ..affect ,__e gear
lead quality:
•.Machine fa.ctor~ Machine rigidity i probably the
mo t important factor. The machine must be
mechanically and electronically "solid" to be able
to withstand natural variation of cutting forces,
especially in the beginning and the end of the cut.
Today, few people (unle s they use very old
machines) have to deal with. the notorious "breakin" and "break-out" phenomenon caused by the
winding and unwinding of the machine gear train.
Another flaw ometime found in old machines is
an exce ive table drive bacld h that can cause an
irregular lead error. Mo t of the machine suppliers
tackled both. problems by creating a shorter gear
train (or even a direct drive) and some kind of antibacklash table drive. Today, many new gear hobbing machines can hob gears with a. lead quality
similar to that achieved by gear grinding. To be
successful. in attaining lead quality that approaches
that of the grinding process, one must use a workholding fixture and gear blanks with qualities similar to those used during the grinding process.
.• Workbolding6xture
fa(!wr; The workholding
fixture is anotller frequent culprit that compromises the gear lead quality. Fixture geometricerrors
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Fig ..3-Exeessive slope variation ·can reslAltfrom a fixture or blalllc runout.
such as misalignments with the machine centerline
and an inabil.ity to center me gear blank properly
can increase lead wobble or lead taper. Figure 3
shows an example of lead error affected bya part's
axial runout (or radial runout for high helix angle
gears). Lack of fixture rigidity is another common
factorkewingthe
gear lead away from perfection.
For example, when cutting shafts, the beam
between the machine table and the tailstock should
be as short as possible to improve the system rigidity. In addition. the fixture should be dynamically
stable and be able to ab orb the cycli.cal variation of
cllttmg and damping forces.
• Hob ractor. When gear makers are trying to
achieve the best possible quality, they usually consider a one-start hob. ~f this is the case, neither the
hob's mounting quality. the hob's inherent quality,
nor the hob's sharpening quaJity have any direct
effect on the lead characteristic, As much as the
hob's geometric quality can affect a gear'sprofile,
the geometry errors of a one-start hob have no
influence on the lead qUality. This is also truefor
multi-start bobbing wah a non-hunting ratio combination (number of gear teeth is divisible by numV-fiK-ti -_9 _m_o_yar
ber of starts). Thus, as long as the hob cunlngedges
is the Gear Ti?cJmology ana
do not dramatically deteriorate, hob geometric
Processing
Manoger
at
Bodine
Electric
Company.
qualities are irrelevant for achieving good gear lead
Chicago, Ii.. He is also the
characteristics. However. when a hob become dull .
author of II number of aniit can create an irregular surface fini.sh,an.di it can
des on 8I!ar-relar~d subjeers.
have an indirect effect all the lead geometry
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FeedScallop---+.t-Depth

Fig. 4---Feed rate and scallop' depth.
because the increased cutting forces can destabilize other factors such as fixture. blank, or machine
rigidity. An irregular lead error could also be a
result of a chip buildup on the hob cutting edges.
• Gear blank factor. Gear blank quality is another
factor that can affect the lead variation. Gear
mounting surfaces, i.e. bores and faces (for bore
gears) or journals (for shaft gears), should be
appropriately toleranced as those surfaces have a
direct effect on lead quality, An inadequate blank
geometry affects the slope component of the gear
lead error. Figure 3 is also an example of the slope
variation caused by a face-to-bore perpendicularity
error, A similar error could result from excessive
error in face-to-face parallelism,
·Cuttin,g eondftiens factor. Aggressive cutting
conditions can. create excessive forces that may not
be adequately absorbed by the fixture, thus negatively affecting lead quality. Also, as hob cutting
edges wear, the cutting forces can climb considerably .. In addition, oil contaminated with chips can
create an irregular lead roughness. The hob feed
rate also has a direct effect on tootlJ surface variation in the lead direction-feed
scallop depth.
Frequently, people who finish hob gears want the
scallop depth not to exceed a certain value. The
feed rate CaII be determined as a function of allowable feed scallop depth at the pitch circle. The
effects of the feed rate on tooth surface are illustrated in Figure 4.
Hobfeed

rate

= cos(~)• sqrt (o· 4'·

HOBOD/sin(a)

Where:
Hob feed rate: Axial advance ofheb per one work
revolution, inch/rev.
~: Helix angle
B: Allowable feed scallop depth at pitch: dia.,. inch
(l: Pressure angle
HOBOD: Hob outside diameser, inch
It is worth noting that the feed scallop depth is
not constant within !he entire tooth depth. It is
:24·
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greater at the tooth tip and smaller at the tooth root.
Pilch circle is a convenient place to reference the
limitation of feed scallop depth. If the gear lead is
not inspected on the pitch circle, the amount of
feed scallop depth shown could be different than
what is expected.
• Setup, ,eollSistency factor. There is 110 such thingas
an identical setup. Every time the future is placed in
the machine. there will be a different workpiece
runout condltion, Carl Eckberg, Vice President of
Bourn. & Koch, once paraphrased a joke about the
three things important for real estate value: 1.
Location, 2. Location. and 3. Location. He said that,
likewise, there are three things that are important for
hobbing quality: L Runout, 2. Runout, and 3.
Runout, Aliny chip can contaminate a perfect. fixture resulting in a dramatic lead variation. All mounting surfaces should be checked for proper runout,
Consideration should be given to a fixture design that
reduces the amount of possible mounting variations
between setups. Also, a reliable, automatic system
for removmg chips [rom the fixnne mounting surfaces, prior to loading the part, will facilitate a greater
process capability.
Gear Profile (lrlvolute) Quality. Improving
gear lead and pitch characteristics is often easier
than improving profile characteristics, In fact, it is
not uncommon to see lead and pitch characteristics
of bobbed gears at AGMA quality 11-12 and even
better. However, when it comes to tooth profile
quality, very few people can achieve quality higher than AGMA 9 on a consistent basis. Why such
a discrepancy? One answer is that the gear profile
quality is affected by a greater number of process
variables. The profile quality depends on all contributors listed in the "Lead" section. However, the
inherent hob geometry errors, i.e, lead; pressure
angle: the sharpening quality of hob spacing, rake,
and flute lead; and hob mounting quality are the
addi.tional and very significant contributors to gear
profile quality.
• Machine factor. Worn bearings in the cutter
spindle and ou£boan:l' support, worn table drive,
and dynamic instability of hob-worktable synchronization may create irregular profile errors.
• Workholding6xture
factor; The fixturehas a
critical role for centering the part properly. An
inadequate fixture can cause the workpiece to have
a radial runout, or an axial runout, or a combination of both. Workpiece radial runout may dramaticmly affect the slope component of the profile
error. For high helix angle gears, the workpiece
axial runout can create a similar affect.
• Hob factor. This is probably the most frequent
culprit causing profile errors. Unlike the gear lead,

which is generated

by the same hob cutting edge

along the entire face width, the gear profile is gen-

erated by a large number of hob cutting edges.
Every cutting edge, and its geometric relationship
with. adjacent cutting edge

in the generating

zone,

affect the gear profile quality. Also, an inadequate
hob mounting. with a radial or an axial nmout, will

simulate a condition ofan inadeqnate bob index or
lead quality. In the case of multi-start bobbing,
there would

be even greater

contributors.

That is

why

numbers

single-stan.

of quality
hobbing

is

usually used when people are trying to achieve the
best possible gear quality. The number of 110b gashes is aliso important

for precision

1Fig. 5-P.rofile deviation from the F(g. 6-ProJile delljalion from the
ideal inJloluie mode by a hob with ideal involute made by a hob wilh more
fewer gashes.
gashes.

gear manufactur-

ing. especially for gears with a small number of
teeth. The greater the number of gashe ,the greater
the number of profile generating cuts. Greater Dumbers of generating cuts reduce the inherent profile
error (deviation

from an ideal ilwolme) created by

the bobbing method. Figures 5, and 6 illu trate profile errors caused by a smailler and a larger number
of gashes respectively.

Profile deviation

from the

Lead Inspection

ideal involute caused by the enveloping cuts can be
calculated.

A greater number of hob gashes, which

translates

into a greater number of cutting edges,

exponentially

reduces the profile deviation

I

(error)

from the ideal involute,
Profile deviation

= '12.•. Zn • sin(ll)

1(4 • 'Z2 • i.2 • NDP)

Fig. 7- Helical gear tooth topology. Bxeessise feed nuuks may affect gear profile ..
helix angle gears. the feed. rate has to
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be kept under control, as it has an effect on both
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lead and profile form errors.

11: Normal pressure angle

• Setup consistency

factor: A reliable hob mount-
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ing procedure.
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runout inspection of proof journal
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that includes
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hob, can. help keep gear profile error under con-

Profile deviation: Profile deviation from the idea

trol. Everything

involute curve. inch

lead section is also applicable

• Gear !blank Factor. The gear bore quality is very

Pitch ami Rrmout. The bobbing method can
produce gears with pitch and runout quality up, to

importanr,

as it can cause an inconsistent

condition on the gear cutting

\IS•.the

runout

gear inspection

listed. in the relevant

o.

bore, a profile variation error can be .ob erved, mn

bing. a tooth-to-toem

the case of shafts, the journal

dependent

should

that is used fOE the

be concentric

that might be used for locating

with centers

the part during

here .

AGMA 11, 12 or even higher.

fixture. If the face of the blank is not square to the

part damping

part of the

Machine

factor. In thecase of single-start hoberror is almostexclusively

on the hob

synchronization

pindle and machine

table

quality. Most reputable CNC hob-

roll angle is very large. as. well as on gears wilh a

suppliers build machines ibal. are
capable of making gears with ahigh degree of
pitch accuracy,
• Workholding fixture faeter, Workpiece radial

higlilbelix ang.le .

runout cau ed by an inadequate

...Cutting conditions factor; III case of a spur or a

frequent culprit contributing

inspection.

BLank errors will have a greater effect

on gears with

small
affected

III

small number

helix angle

by

of teeth, where the

gear, the tooth

profile

lis not

the feed rate (F.ig. 2). But in the case of

bing machine

pitch

and runout errors.
• Hob factor.

gears with high helix angle .•the tooth profile qaali-

geomelry

Iy might be affected byexcessive

on either

feed marks (Fig,

fixmre islhe most

to accumulative

Similar

lathe

errors of a one-start
gear pitch

lead characteristic,
hob have no effect

q-uality or runout

quality.
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However, the thread-to-thread variation of a multistart hob can have a dramatic effect on tooth-totooth errors.
• Cutting conditi.ons fa.ctor. As long as the feed
scallop depth is very small. which is usually the
case for finish hobbing, cutting speed and feed have
no effect on gear pitch and runout quality.
• Gear blank faeton Similar to the fixture effects,
the geometric quality of the gear blank has a direct
effect on the gear's accumulative pitch and runout
errors. The greater the number of gear teeth, the
lesser the effect of blank inaccuracy on the toothto-tooth error.
• Setup consistency factor; A reliable fixture
mounting procedure, combined with runout in peetion of all mounting surfaces, can help keep the
gear pitch and run out errors under control. Proper
care should betaken to remove burrs, and/orall
other surface eontaminaras, prior the pitch and
runout inspection,
Tooth ThickllfSS. As opposed to rough bobbing.
the fini h hobbingprocess generally has a more
stringent tooth thickness tolerance. The tooth thickness consistency mostly depends on the machine's
thermal stability, the accuracy of hob shifting alignment, and the hob lead quality. It is important to
note that the capability of the inspection technique
can be a source of confusion. Dimension Over Pins
(DOP) is probably the most popular method for
indirect tooth thickness measurement Generally, it
is recommended to measure DOP in at least two
places, 90 degrees apart. For other methods (span,
center distance device with a master gear, base
pitch device, or CMM), it is important to develop a
procedure that provides the measurement of an
average tooth. thickness. As far as tooth thickness
consistency is concerned, the finish bobbing
process can approach the capability of a shaving or
even a grinding process, assuming that the same
inspection techniques and (JC procedures are used.
• Machine factor; A machine's thermal instability is
usually the greatest contributor to tooth thickness
inconsistency. That is why many people study the
machine's thermal behavior when they purchase a
gear hobbing machine. Another possible comributor
to tooth thickness inconsistency is workpiece/hob
center di lance variation caused by a hob shifting
mechani m, Many new machines today are capable
of producing parts with only ,OOO2-,()003" tooth
thickness variation. in fact, it is not uncommon to see
a tooth thickness measuring technique that is less
capable than the machine itself.
• Workholding flxture factor. Part ron out induced
by an inadequate fixture will make the gear teeth of
the same part unequal. However. the fixture quality

has no effect on the consistency of the average
tooth thickness. Excessive part runout can create an
illusion of a part-to-part tooth thickness inconsistency. That is why, prior to making tooth thickness
adjustment on a. hobbing machine, it is generalJy
recommended to measure the gear tooth thickness
twice, 90 degree apart.
• Hob factor, Hob tooth thickness consi tency
along the whole face width is anomer important
factor affecting tooth thickness variation from part
to part. It is of even greater importance today since
many gear makers are using longer hobs, A hob
lead inspection can reveal a hob taper. A taper could
also be created in the hob if it were sharpened with
an excessive flute error. During hob shifting, a
tapered hob could contribute to tooth thickness
inconsi stency.
• Gear blank. factor ..Similar to the fixture, a gear's
blank quality has no effect 011 me part-to-part average sooth thickness variation.
• Cutting conditions factor. As long as the feed
scallop depth and enveloping cut depth are very
small, which is usually the case for finish bobbing,
the cutting speed and feed have no effect on the
tooth thickne s variation.
• Setup consistency factor. The tooth thickness is
established during the setup. That is why the tooth
thickness consistency between setups depends 011
the reliability of QC procedures and the capability
of the measuring technique.
Conclusion
Gear bobbing, as any oilier process, has certain
inherent qualiry limitations, But, during the last 20
years, those limitations have changed, opening lip
new opportunities for quality improvements in traditional. finish bobbing applications. In addition,
opportunities have been created for the hobbing
process to be used as a finishing operationin many
more applications where a higher degree of precision is required.
As a result, the lise of bobbing machines for
gear finishing operations has grown in popularity,
This popularity
has been
reinforced
by
skiving/rehobbing
process advancements.
The
skiving'rehobbing process is a secondary gear finishing operation that can be done on a hobbing
machine. The skiving/rehobbing process allows the
manufacturer
to eliminate heat. treat distortions
without having to resort to grinding or another
expensive machining process.
Today, fini hing gears on a hobbing machine is
a viable alternative for a greater variety of gear
applications, opening up cost reduction opportunities for gears with quality requirements ill the transition area of AGMA Q9'-1 L 0
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_------------IINDUS,TR,YNEWS------------Fred Young Elected Chairman
of AGMA Board

Americas. In making the announcement, Thomson said, "Alex is eminently
qualified to direct the company as we
enter a new century and face the challenges of a global economy, He brings
to Thomson the expertise necessary to
build upon our strengths as the industry
leader in linear motion and control technology. Fred's experience includes an
in-depth working knowledge of manufacturing process improvement, supply
chain management optimization, and ebusiness solutions to manufacturing
companies in a variety of industries."

Frederick: Young, the
owner and president of
Forest City Gear, Roscoe,
11..., was eLectedOhairmanof
the Board of the American
F~ederickYou"g
Gear Manufacturers Association (AGMA)a:t AGMA's 84lh Annual
Meeting in Scottsdale, AZ. Young will
preside over the board until March, 200 1.
"Fred Young is truly passionate about
this business," said AGM.A president Joe
Franklin. "He is also an excellent mode]
for successful entrepreneurs. Fred is
always open to new information, he's
naturally curious about bow things get
done. He is an internationalist and travels
extensively around the world visiting
gear manufacturers at virtually every
stop, He is certainly one of the best
known executives in the industry. As
AGMAcontinues to grow and expand
our services to companies outside of
North America, Fred Young will be DOtll.
an advocate for AGMA and a strong
friend in court for members and potential
members everywhere."

Jim Argento has been
named vice president for
business development at
Bison Gear and Engineering of St Charles, a. A
Jim Argemo
26-year veteran of Boston
Gear, Argento will assume responsibility
for policy and task deployment involved
in Bison's growth initiatives, including
the company's new product development
process. He will also oversee Bison's
management infonnation systems.

New P,resident at
iHorsbUirghand Scott

Strategic Alliance Formed
'Between Gleason and: !Kashifujii

I

Day e.Ktvning~r

Dave Kraninger has
been named president of
Horsburgh and Scott, a
Cleveland,
OH based
manufacturer of custom
enclosed drives and open

gearing, A thirty-year veteran, of the
industrial gear market, Kraninger joined
the company in ]984 and has most
recently served as senior v:icepresident

Bea,v,ers Named CEOof
Thomson Industries
Dr;~I:x N. Beavers,
Jr., has JOllied Thomson
IndustriesvInc., as Chief
Executive Officer, succeeding John B. Thomson, Jr. who continues as
Ala N. Beaven:
chairman of the Board.
Beavers comes to Thomson from
PricewaterhouseCoopers, L.L.P, (PwC),
where he was the managing partner of
the Manufacturing and Supply Chain
Management Consulting Practice for the
28
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Bison Adds Argento to
Executiv,e Team

Gleason Corporation announced an
agreement to form a strategic alliance to
develop, manufacture, sell and service
certain products with Kashifuji Works,
Ltd., of Kyoto, Japan, a leading supplier
of cylindrical gear machinery in the
Asian market. The machines.cylindrjcal
gear production machines, would be
jointly designed by the two companies,
manufactured by Kashifuji and solei in
Japan and other Asian markets by OGA
Corporation, Gleason's wholly-owned
sales and service subsidiary ill Japan
and Taiwan.
According to David Burns, president
and COO of Gleason, "We expect that
this alhance will increase the access for
both companies into certain markets,
The collaboration
of Gleason and
Kashifuji. two leaders in the field of
cylindrical gear machines, should produce an array of opportunities for both
companies and mutually strengthen our
global product offerings."

Schafer Acquires IPatterson

Schafer Gear Works, Inc., of South
Bend, IN, announced the acquisiaon of
Patterson Gear and Macni.lle,:ilnc.,
Rockford, !IL, renaming it Schafer Gear
Works Rockford,
L.L.C.
~n the
announcement, Schafer president Bipin
Doshi, and. executive vice president
Stanley Blenke, said, "We are very
pleased wi,th this acqui.sition because it
thoroughly complements our South Bend
operations. Rockford adds capability for
producing larger gears and for some precision gear grinding operations we have
not offered before. The Rockford operation will result, long term, inthe addition
of work to both South Bend and
Rockford plants."

miniGea;rs Opens Branch
OHice in China
The Italian gear manufacturer m.o'
miniflears S.p.A. opened of jts first
Chinese branch office, in Shanghai's
Pudong Duty Free Zone. The office, supported hy a distributing warehouse to supply China and the neighboring countries,
has the task of providing design and technical-commercial
support
to both
acquired and potential customers as well
as keeping the headquarters in Italy up-todate 011 trends and changes in the Asian
market Future plans call for the Shanghai
branch office to become a production unit
as well. specializing the manufacture of
cut and powder metal gears.

New P·owder IForging Standard
The
Metal
Powder
Industries
Federation (MPIF) has published a new
standard for powder forged (P/F) steel
parts covering carbon steel, copper steel,
low alloy P/F-42XX steel and low alloy
P/F-46XX steel. MPIF Standard 35,
"Materials Standards for PIF Steel Parts"
is a 24-page standard that gives chemical
composition, physical and mechanical
properties, hardenabi]:ity and Jominy
curves for 16 materials.
The physical and mechanical property
data contained in the new standard were
developed in a testing program conducted
by Concurrent Technologies Corp.,
Johnstown, PA, wnh cooperation from the
Center for Powder Metallurgy Technol'ogy
and the standards committee of the Powder

INDUSTRY NEWS
---
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Metallurgy Pam Association. The standard
can be ordered from MPIF by calling the
Federation at (609) 452-7700.

Chan.ges at the Top for Cincinna.ti
Machine~s Advanced Systems and
Services IBusiness;
Cincinnati Machine has announced the
appointment of foul: new officers to its
Advanced
Systems
and
Services
Business, which was formed to provide
more effective service to OEMs in the
aerospace, beavy equipment, fluid power
and automotive markets.

_

----

general manager. J. Lee Juett, president
of the J. Lee Hackett Company of
Farmington, MI, has been elected chairman of the American Machine Tool
Distributors' Association for 2~200].
James S. Gleason, chairman and CEO
of Gleason Corp., was honored by the
SME with their Eli Whitney Productivity
Award for distinguished accomplishments within the broad concept. of orderly production. 0

Tell Us WINd You Thlnlc •••
If you found these items of interest Ind/or
useful, please circle 211.
If you did not care for thase itemI. "'ZI1.
If you would like to respond to this or any
other article in this edition of G.., TICItno/ogy. pI.asa fax your relponu ., the
attention of Charin Coopar, IInlor ~
It
84H3N1618 or sand a-mail ~
10
ChsrlesOgeBrtechnoiogy.com.

Dan Janka was promoted

to vice president

and general
where he will

be

manager,
responsi-

ble for all sales. marketing, product management
and service activities in
North America .
John Judge has been
appointed senior vice president for sales. Judge will
oversee field sales and sales
support activities in for the
Americas' business. focusiag on enhancing sales
processes and channels.
Rich Curles is the
new vice pre idem for
product and technology
development, responsible
for all product development and product management activitie .
Dwaine Isenberg was
promoted to vicepre ident of quality and
engineering, responsible for all quality
systems and engineering design activirie .
He will focus on creating an engineering
design process that achieves "right-thefirst-time," six-sigma quality in Cincinnati
Machine's products.

Odds aIRdEnds
Nord Gear Corp. has opened a new
sales and assembly facility in Corona,
California. William G. Rankin,. CEO of
Unique Mobility, has been elected to the
additional post of chairman of the board.
Nancy S. Berg has been named executive director
of the Society of
Manllfacturing Engineers (SME) inaddition to her current position as SME's
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VIEW,POIN!T

The Millenium Outlook article in the JanuarylFebnwry 2000
issue of Gear Technology explored the prevailing attitudes of the
gear industry as it stands on the brink of the new millenium
through the thoughts and words of some of the industry's leaders. The article also placed the gear industry within the framework of 2()1" Century history. Joe Arvin, President of Arrow
Gear; was interviewedfor .rhisarticle and requested all opportunity to elaborate on his published comments.
] wish to provide further explanation regarding some of my
statements, which appeared as part of the January/February
2000 Gear Technology Millenium Outlook, in order to provide
clarification regarding the skills of our industry's workforce.
My comments regarding veteran machinists, such as
myself, leaving the workforce, and their old-world craftsmanship not being essential for operating modem machine tools,
should in no way suggest that the value of traditional machinist
skills is diminishing ..The reality, however, is that as the older
machinists leave the workforce, they take with them the handson expertise that plays a valuable and es ential role in the gear
manufacturing environm,ent

_

This is not to imply that younger machinists are not highly
skilled in their own right. While operating modern machine
tools is somewhat less dependent on traditional machining COIlcepts, today's machinist must possess a high degree of specialized expertise and computer knowledge.
The decline of old-world machining expertise doe ,however, present Ell real training challenge and should be considered
carefully as the gear industry evolves and evaluate
training initiatives.

Joseph L. Arvin
President, Arrow Gear Co.
Tell Us What You Think...
If you found this column of interest and/or useful. please circle 212.
If you did not care forthis column, circle 213.
If you would like to respond to this or any other article in this edition of
Gear Technology, please fax your response to the attention of Charles
Cooper, senior editor, at 847-437-6618 or send e-mail messages to
Charles@geartechnologv.com.

The American Gear Manufacturers Association!'s

Fall Techlniical M,eeting
October 22-24 , 2000
Cincinnati, Ohio
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TECHNIIC.ALCALENDA'R _I
August .24. Gear Research Instlt-

CIRCLE
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WANTED?
MORE ACCURACY
MORE EXPANSION
MORE VERSATILITY

ute's Annual Meeting and Symposium ..
IfT Research Institute. Chicago, IL.
Meetings and discussions covering the
research and development activities of
the Drivetrain Technology Center and the
Gear Research Institute. Cal] the Gear
Research Institute at (814) 863·9749 for
more information.
September 6-8. Gear Noise: Short
Course. Ohio State University .. Columbus, OH.. Learn how to design gears to
minimize noise. Noise generation and
measurement will be covered as well as
gear rattle. transmission dynamics and
housing acoustics. Contact Prof, Don
Houser. OSU Dept. of Mechanical
Engineering, at (6 I4) 292-5860.
September 6-13. The International
Manufacturing
Technology
Show
(lMTS). McConnick Place, Chicago, Il.,
The 2000 show features 'two new pavilions.
an expanded manufacturing conference
and exhibits by companies from all over
the world. See our coverage all page 13.
For
additional
details
log
onto
www.imts.orgor call (703) 893-2900.
September 10-13. 8th Int.ernational
ASME
Power
Transmlsslon
and
Gearing Conference.
Omni Inner
Harbor Hotel, Baltimore, MD. Top
researchers present their latest work in
the fields of gearing and power transmission Contact Neil Anderson, conference
chairman, at (248) 688·2369 or log onto
www.enme.umd.edulasme2000.
September 11-15. AGMA Trainlng
School. for Gear Manufacturing: Basic
Course. Richard J. Daley College.
Chicago. IL. Classroom and hands-on
training in basic gearing. efficient

machine set-up, gear inspection and gear-

LONGER LIFE

ing calculation. Call AGMA at (703) 684·
01211or visit www..agma.org,

AND LESS COST?

Tell Us What You Think ...

THE ANSWER FOR 150 YEARS.

If you found this column of interest and/or
useful, please circle 214.
If you did not care for this column, circle 215.

LeCOUNIT, line.
12 Dewitt Dr..• PO IBox 950- White IRiverJet, VT 05001 U.S.A.
iliel: (8001642-6713 or 'I80ZI296~2200. Fax: (802I.296i-6843E·mail: lecount@sover.net
Website:, Ihttp://www.sover.nettlecount!

(includes pmd'uct specifications)

If you would like to respond to this or any
other article in this edition of Gear
Technolagv. please fax your response to the
attention of Charles Cooper, senior editor, at
841-437-6618 or send e-mail messages to

Charfes@geartechnologycom.
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to "swing and miss" just because cross-axis gears
throw you a few curves, Here'swhy:
II

, "' ells II.illll.ln: You'll dramatically reduce

development and set-up time with M&M's process
simulation capability. "Virtual cutting" lets you see
the eneet of machine tool settings ...and make
corrections ...betere you cut the firs! gear,
Quick-changeover 3D and LVOT probes
handle straight bevel, spiral bevel and hypoid gears
with unsurpassed accuracy,
f Inll_IIIt,:.

NiB PPGIUlllnl
Rlul.U: Tailored,easy~touse, application-specific software and correction
modules are all you need to meet your inspection,
analysis and process control needs.
h
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Gle,ar' IMel,a:sulr,eme'lnt
Traceability and Uncertainty
Bruce L

ICOX

Introduction
vided by the Defense Logistics Agency,
UntiJI recently. there was a void in til'" which is responsible for the procurement
quality control. of gear manufacturing in of gears for U.S. military weapon systhis country (Ref. I). Gear measurements
tems. The most important find:ings from
were not traceable to the international
the workshops were that the gear industry
standard oflengtll through the National . most often uses involute or tooth alignInstitute of Standards and Technology
ment artifactsthat were often not trace(NIST). The U.S. military requirement
able to NIST; and that there were no
for traceability was clearly specified in nationally accepted standard artifacts or
the mililary standard MU...-STD45662A
slandard measurement systems ro use in
(Ref. 2). Thi standard has now been
measurement comparisons.
CDmmiltee on Gear MetmlDgy. Asa
replaced by commercial sector standards
including
ISO 900U99'4 (Ref. 3). result of tile workshop , a partnership was
ISOIlEC Guide 25 (Ref. 4), and the U.S.
formed between the American Gear
equivalent
of [SOIlEC Guide 25 - Manufacturers Association (AGMA), tile
ANSIINCSL Z540-2-]997 (Ref. 5). The American
Society
of
Mechanical
draft replacement to [SOllEe Guide 25 - Engineers (ASM£), N1ST. Pennsylvania
ISO 17025 states that measurements mu t State University, and the Y~12 Plant.
either be traceable to SI units or reference
ASME fanned an industrial advisory comtoa natural constant, The implications of I mittee known as the Committee on Gear
ttaceability tothe U.S .. gear industry are I Metrology (COOM). This committee was
ignificant, In order to meet the stan- I established. to give industry's priorities on
dard, gear manufacturers
must either I reestablishment
of gear measurement
traceability to NISTand the y~12 Plant.
have calibrated artifacts or establish their
own traceability to SI units.
National Gear Met.ro.logy Center; In
Melro.logy and Traceability-Related
October 1994,. a $3-miUion stipend was
Wo.rksll()ps. NIST hosted and co-sponawarded through the Department
of
sored two industrial
workshops
that
Defense's
Technology
Reinvestment
addressed metrology issues in .S. manProgram. The first item on the agenda
ufacturing, EllAugust, 1992, N1ST hosted
was the reestablishment of involute pro"Metrological Issues in Precision Tolerfile artifact calibration
wiUl a stated
ance Manufacturing,"
in Gaithersburg,
uncertainty and direct traceability to the
Maryland, This workshop revealed a COIt- I SI unit of length through NIST. Next, a
facility-the
National Gear Metrology
cern among a wide eros -section of
American industry that the quality conCenter (NGMCj-was
constructed at the
Y-12 Plant, This facility was equipped
trol practices in the production of gears
are not sufficiently traceable to N1ST with state-of-the-art coordinate measuring machines (CMMs) for the calibration
. taadards (Ref. 6).
In response to this finding, MST
of all types of gear artifacts. A computer
teamed with the Department of Energy
controlled generative gear checking
Oak Ridge Y-l2 Plam in Oak Ridge.
instrument was loanedto the Y- L2 PLant
Tennessee. to conduct an "Advanced
for several years by M&M Precision
Gear Metrology Workshop" at the Y-] 2 Systems Corporation to h.eJp correlate
Plant in April, 1993. Significant planning
data from the CMMs to the gear checkassistance for the workshop was also proing instrument

Fig. 1-1nvo'lute p~Dfilll' arti1acl
Gea1 Artifact Measurement
Uncertainty
The measurement uncertainty method
used at NIST and the Y-12 Plant is known
as measurement decomposition, In this
method, which was developed by Dr.
Howard Hsraryat NIST. thecomplex
measurement task is broken down into a
series of simple ubtasks, which can be
repre ented with reference ani facts such
as gage blocks, angle blocks, or spheres.
The uncertaintie
of the reference anifacts and the repeatability of the measurements are combined to reach a final
uncertainty for the gear artifact
The measurement decomposition for
involute profile artifacts consists ofmea. ..uring the centers of two circles on spheres and
calculating a line between the circle centers,
translating a.distance from the line using a
gage block. and measuring a serie of
points in a direction normal to an involute
curve on a sphere (see Fig. 1). A multiplier
(1<=2) is used to allow the uncertainty w

Bruce L. ICOX
is an engineering specialist at
the Oak Ridge Metrology
Center, located althe
Department of Energy Oak
Ridge Y-12 Plant, which is man·
aged hy Lockheed Martin
Energy SYJltmlJ, Inc. He serves
011 the AGMA Inspection
Handbook Committee and is lilt:
vice chairman of tile AGMA
Calibration Committee.
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Since 1936 ITW has provided the gear industry
with gear Inspection devices. Put your trust in
the people who invented the process.
PRODUCTS AVAILABLE:
• Manual double flank testers for coarse pitch.
• Manual double flank testers for fine pitch.
• Computerized double flank testers for
coarse pitch.
• Computerized double flank testers
for fine pitch.
• Dimension over pins or balls.
• Automatic in-line gauges.
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represent approximately a 95% confidence
level of uncertainty for involute profile artifacts of ±O.9 micrometers. To check the
uncertainty. an iatetcomparisoa was done
between NlST. Y- [2,. and M&M Precision
Systems Corporation. The results are
shown in Fig. 2.
The measurement decomposition for
pin artifacts consists of measuring the
centers of two circles on spheres and calculating a line between the circle centers.
translating a distance from the line using
a gage block, and. measuring the diameter
of a sphere (see Fig. 3). The stated uncertainty at approximately 95% confidence
level for pin artifacts is ±Q.? micrometers
for offset, ±O.5 micrometers for diameter.
and ±O.3 micrometers for roundness,
The measurement decomposition for
tooth alignment artifacts consists of measuring the centers of two circles on
spheres and calculating a l.ine between
the circle centers, translating a distance
from the line using a gage block, and
measuring a series of points at an. angle to
the line using an angle block (see Fig. 4).
The stated uncertainty at approximately
95% confidence level for tooth alignment
artifacts is ±O.8 micrometers for infinite
leads, ±O.9 micrometers
for ]OO-inch
leads, ±1.1 micrometers
for 32-inch

Model 2275-DOP

Oimension over
Pins or Balls

No matter what the application; coarse
pitch, line pitch,externals,internals,
shafts, metal or plastic - we look
totwara to working with you ..

ITrJ1fl

1205 36th Avenue West
Alexandria. MN 56308 U.S.A.
Ph: (320) 762·8782
Fax: (320) 762·5260
E·mail: itwgearsOrea·alp.com
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micrometers for L6-inch
leads, and ±1.3 micrometers f01' H-inch
leads. Intercomparison
data between
NIST and Y-I 2 for tooth alignment artifacts i hown in Fig. 5.
The measurement decomposition for
index artifacts utilizes a rotary table and the
principle of circle closure to subtract rotary
table errors. In circle cIo ure, all angular
measurements mu t add to 360°; therefore
any error can be ubtracted from the measurement (Ref. 7). The decomposition COilsists of measuriag the radial and axial
runout of the rotary table, the repeatability
of measuring an angle between three
spheres on the rotary table, and!the repeatability of an index. artifact on tile rotary table
(see Fig. 6). The stated uncertainty at
approximately 95% confidence level for
index artifacts is ±l6 arcseconds or ±O.6
micrometers for index artifacts up to 6
inches in diameter. Intercomparison data
between NlST, Y-12, and The Gleason
Works i hown in Fig. 7.
In addition to the iruercornparison
measurements above. Y-12 has been
involved in a round-robin of involute profile artifacts that is sponsored by the
AGMA Calibration Committee and an
international round-robin of gear artifacts
that is sponsored by the University of
Newcastle, UK. The results of the AGMA
round-robin were publi ked in the proceeding
of the 1998 AGMA Fall
Technical Meeting. The re ults of the
international round-robin have not been
published yet.
National Voluntary Laboratory
A.,ccreditaUon Program
The NGMC was accredited by the
NIST National Voluntary Laboratory
Accreditation Program ( VLAP) for measurement of involute profile artifacts, pin
artifacts. and tooth alignment artifacts on
July 8, 1999. This is the first blboratory
accredited by NVLAP to calibrate gears.
Future Plans
During
the 1999 AGMA
Fall
Technical Meeting, the eOGM met to
discuss the future of gear metrology. The
committee decided that the NGMe
should begin offering calibrations that
meet the [SO \328-1 and .ISO [328-2
standards, and their com: ponding techleads,

_
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• SHAFf GAGIES
• ,GlAH ,GAGES
• ,I:NTEHNAIL/EXTIERN'AIL
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Ferrography: A Noninvasive
Method to Inspect Your Gears
O~~.d YO.U like
d.lt101\ o~ the

THE
'NEAR-DEATHI
IEXPERIENC!E OF A
CHEVROLET

to.be a~le.: to.see th.e..,c.~ngear:s m your transrrussrons without having to open the box
and physically examine them? There is
a way, and [lot too many people know about it. It's
called Wear Particle Analysis, or ferrography. and
it is just starting 10 get noticed,
Developed in the 1.970s by the United States
Navy, ferrography is the identification of wear
particles suspended. in the lubricating fluids of
any oil-wetted machinery. It is not a form of used

by Ms. Leslie Morovek, CAD
IMunroe Equipment

Sciences, Inc.
In ,July of '998 I leased a
t998 Che~rolet 4 cylinder., 5'
speed, Coupe. 1118car had 33'
Kms 011 if wlleo I took possessiol/. As I part of MUIJrOI
Equipment Sciences Inc.., IlIatu~ally put my car on if

Fe"ographic .Analysis progrtlm:
OVlIT B period of a yellr snd
II' hlllf, I saw my engine dtJteriortlting. From the WIry liat umpIe, wafer was a problem and'
bearing wear was noted. With
no "rlllid" complaint is. noises, excess,.,e fuel consumption; etc., I r!llllly had 110 ,flason,
other than the fepons, to have
my csr looked st.SiIJce this is
a relatively new technology; I
felf I would' be met with considerable fesistaIJCII if I wIre to

take the

C8(

I

in for service wit/J-

out

a physical complaint;11Iell
GM CllJN/d'a came to us as II

,customsr. I nall1rally capitalized 011the opportunity 01 havII wa"anty
repreS(lIItalive
in our ,(JHice, and told him the

ing

story of my car.
Shortly .therell~r, I began
to ,smell the fuel my car was
lellking. Final/y, a 'valid" com·
,plaint I called a Chevy dealership out 01 town because the
local dlllJlership I had been
dealing with instal/lid the oilliller ,fIJO tightly. iellt'fflg' the lillet'

I

Fig. 2-Clltting
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oil analysis, which monitor the state of the lubricant rather than that ofthe machinery being lubricated. According to Leslie Morovek, the chief
administrative officer for Munroe Equipment
Sciences Inc. (MES). a Winnipeg-based provider
of ferrography services, "Ferrography provides a
noninvasive look al not only current and historic
conditions, but future conditions of a machine's
lubricated components as well." Moravek adds
that this is accomplished without the time and
expense of II physical examination.
Theory. Ferrography is based on the theory
that once :the size, shape, compositionand CORcentration of wear particles has been determined
by a trained analyst. these wear particles can then
be associated with a specific component within
the system. Once that association has been made,
the condition of that component can be determined from a careful study of the wear particles,
Pract.ice. According to Moravek. a glass substrate, or ferro gram analysis, is one common way
10 sort and identify wear particles. One method
uses a combination of incline. chemical thermal
or mechanical sample preparation and a magnetic
field. ensuring that all particles present ill the oil
sample are deposited on tile substrate. This
method also creates consistent ferro gram patterns
or maps that provide a repealable way to sort
through the types and sizes of ferrous, nonferrous
and contaminant (sand, dirt) particles. "Ferrous
particles tend to form strings between the magnetic poles that are perpendicular to the flow of
the sample," said Moravek. "The large t particles
accumulate near the entry to the substrate and the
mallest at the exit. Nonferrous particles often
appear between these ferrous strings along with
contaminants such as sand, dirt, fibers and friction polymers."
Once the particles have been identified as to
composition and concentration, their wear pattern
is examined. There are five major types of wear:
abrasive. fatigue, corrosion, adhesion and lubricant breakdown, "Cumulatively, the particles in a
, sample carry with them the story of the internal

weal panicle.

_

workings of an individual piece of equipment,"
said Moravek, "The identification of the e particles,and the wear mechanisms til at generated
them. can effectively demonstrate the equipmen!' operating history. its current state of performance, as well as generating alarms to future
wear conditions,"
Wear Particle». Some of the conditions that
can be analyzed include normal rubbing wear
(Figure I), which is can idered benign unless
there are enough particles to affect lubricant quality; cutting wear (Figure 2). which includes a
harder surface penetrating a softer surface as well
as a softer surface becoming embedded with hard
contaminant particle. and cutting into a hard surface; and evere sliding wear (Figure 3), which is
characterized by particles with sharp, fractured
edges and para.llel striations 011 their urfaces,
Gears and bearing have specific types of wear
particles associated with them. 8earing wear
includes bearing platelet wear panicles (Figure
4), which are similar in hape to normal rubbing
wear particle but denote abnormal wear patterns;
and spheres (Figure 5), which are associated with
roller bearing fatigue. According to Moravek, the
presence of these dimpled. golf ball-like particles
can signal impending wear damage long before
spalllngand failure actually occur ( ee 'The Near
Death Experience of a Cavalier").
Moravek describes gear wear (Figure 6) as a
combination of rolling and I.iding wear with irregularly shaped particles that have smooth. striated
surfaces, "Gear wear is typically very large in compari on to other particles," said Moravek. "The
composition of the e particles may often be of
greater significance !han their size. as the progression from high carbon alloy steel to low carbon
alloy steels i indicative of the everity of the wear,"
The Homan Factor
Unlike other methods, which employ a great
deal of automation. ferrography still depends on a
trained analy t to make the examination and
interpret the results, "That is the technology's
biggest liability and al a its greatest advantage,"
said Mike Munroe, president of MES. "It's 1101 a
science Likespectro copy, Because of the need for
a trained analyst, it .i , more of an art." This males
it slower and more expensive than used oil analysis. but according to Moravek, thai. time and
expen e is made-up for by lower maintenance and
repair costs and less time spent with machinery off-line for overhaul or component replacement, reducing part Inventoryaad maximizing
productivity for repair per onneLO

Fig',3-Severesliding

wear particle,

media Imlnly djslribuletl
throughout ,the ,engine oil. As
this hsppened almost ;l11mediIlllily ,aftsr inst6lllllion. (he next
5000 Xms the' ,engine s,w were
essentially withoullln oil fill"r.
This carts/nly did .1101 help rhe
IIIIUdy IlbnoRnlL1 iW1I1 ,11""
lems.
As the dSlLlership' Will
unfamiliar with, us, our lecllnolo~y ,nd our mpam (lpravided
copies), ths shop msnsglJl canbelsd ,GM ,Can,ld,l.od spoke
with the fe" same GM 01licill1
who flad earlier bIJIJR our ,CIISlomer. AI this point. it was th,
,opinion of thfl' IslJllrllO" thllt
,the fllel dilutioll' would cause' I
severa' cOlrDSillB ,condilion, frn·
thfll;ng the Ibnolffll' beITinll
weal AI mil point
I.bdid
nor malil' how significantl,!
the presence of ,f1l81 hill
increllsed me' rate of Iwear. !We
kllew the belTings wan in
,trouble.6ur didn', thini I CstlsttoplJic ,''lent w's It this pOint
imminent
8ssed on the sns/ysjs we
provided, GM CBnsdl "ve me
"go IIhe,d" til mplilce me c,m
,bearings. Th. who.'e process'
lookllbour two WIlks to compffllfl, AltIJll/fglJ ther Wlm not
able to find II' diracr nuse of
the fuel fBllk. 1111rhe IfIIIls and
gllsk,rs Wlltl tll,plllcld' willIII'
the blJBrings· wera done, ,lind so'
,f'T, mis seems to fI/IV' find mil'
problem.
, will be .slImpfing ;'8.gllill'
in 2fiIJ()' KIllS 10 hSVI' 8 ,betteF
look III filII' ·,fteF mPlil" condi·
tion. The CIJl"fosivlI ,elmdition'
Ictually ·peeled" me surface'
oft fila bottom, inside of all fillel
of the cllm bellringl; furing
mil' coppel underlay' llK/Josed.
The fong and me sIIort of ,Il
is Mat ,our lib spotted II plobIllm in me IVllff first S8lIIple and'
GM CIRsda. without qUlIstion;
made all the .lIeellSHIY ~lIpllirs.

m.,

Ifig. 6-GearweDf

pattj!:le,

I' 11m 110' longel driving lI~o.und

Tell Us What You Think ..•
If you found this article of interest andlor useful,
please circle 219.
If you did not care for this article, circle 220.
For more information about Munroe Equipment
Services, Inc" circle 221.
If you would like to respond to this or any other article in this edition of 6ear Technology, please fax
your response to the attention of Charlas Cooper.
senior editor, at 847-437-6618.

wonderin:g it I will /lIt whefll'
f'mgaing.
I~m still not SUfll whlell'
,upset of this ,,1xperienc//1
plflllses me mom, the incfll.di·
ble ',v,1 of customer sf/tvics I
fIIceiveli fI1lm'GM CLnldll, or
the fsct thllr we (ths t,b) ",I/y
do hare mil' .capllbiTity tD IICCUralllly ·pmdicr·,the tutum 0plJr·

sting conditions
tlqulpment 0
JULY/AUGUST

,of lubriclltlld
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Analytical Gear Inspection:
The Shape of Things to Come
used to be that gear
~3Ilufac[urers. wantmg to peri'OlTll analytical gear inspection
required
at
lea t three
machines to do so: The lead
measuring instrument,
the
tooth space comparator and
the involute checking instrument In the beginning, these
machines were mechanicaIly
driven. Over the years, the
manufacturers of analytical
gear inspection eqaipment
have combined the e functions-and a host of others.
In addition to ba Je generative gear te ting. today's analytical gear checker often
comes with the ability to
check other types of parts,
including
rotors,
threads,
splines. cam and gear cutting
tool ; the ability to test forms
such as roundness or traightness; the ability to measure all
types of gears, including spiral
bevel gears and wonns;and
the ability perform limited 3D
coordinate measuring.

D

t

lei81s14 IGround Gear lor a igh
speed 'com,pressorbeing ins,pect,edlat Nixon Gear,Syracl£se,INiY:

The ability
of these
machines to measure a wide
variety of parts ha been of
great value to tile Waukesha
Engine Division of Dresser
Equipment Group, Waukesha,
WI, according to lab inspector/programmer Matt Banski,
who uses an M&M Model
3000 Gear Analyzer to inspect
more than 300difrerent parts,
including spur & helical gears,
worms, wonn wheels, straight
bevel gears. gear blanks and
other pans for their line of
internal combustion engines ..
Measuring Bevel Gears
Certain kinds of gears, particularly bevelgears, cannot
be reasonably measured using
traditional generative gear
testing, says Ed Lawson,
director of metrology for
M&M. This has required gear
inspection equipment manufacmrers [0 greatly modify the
way their machines work,
both
mechanically
and
through their software.
Law. on see analytical gear
measurement technologies as
being on a spectrum. with traditional. generative gear testing
at one end, and coordinate
measuring on the other. In
order 10 accommodate the
measurement of WOITIl gears,
bevel g 'aI'S and other parts, me
best of today's dedicated gear
maehines, he says, are somewherein the middle.
Traditiomilly. bevel gears
have been tested functionally,
rather than analytically, by
applying marking compound

-

--

WIHAT IS ANALYTICAL GEAR INSPECTION?
The term gear inspection covers ma,ny different types of
gages, instruments and machines, and what exactly gear
inspection is depends on who you ask, Related terms, such as
gear testing, gear checking and gear analysis only add to the
confusion. But gear inspection can roughly be divided into two
broad categories: functional and analytical.
Functionsl insp8ction tells the gear manufacturer whether a
gear will work.in a given application. In other words, will it function as required? Generally,this type of inspection is performed
'by roll testing 8, gear in mesh with a master gear, or in the case
of a bevel gear, with its mating pinion.
Roll testers come in many varieties, from t!ha simple, hand
turned mechanical instrument to the very sophisticated, high
speed, automatic version with computer controls, printouts and
recording. They come from a large number of manufacturers,
including Gleason,K1ingelnberg,IlW Heartland, Siemens-Moore
Products, Mahr Federal. David Brown, Fellows, M&M Precision
Systems, Parker Industries and many others. lhese machines
are used to measure and detect nicks, runout, and center distance variation including short term (tooth to tooth cnrnposite]
and long term {total comeoslta) parameters. Also, when used in
conjunction with a properly designed and certified master gear;
absolute center distance values can be provided that relate
very well with effective tooth thickness.
Functional inspection is, by its nature, a composite measurement. You may have a gear that performs well, but only by
accident. For example, errors in pressure angle and pitch may
work to cancel sach other out. But just because the ,endresult
is a functional gear, that doesn't mean you have your manutacturing processes under control.
Analytical gear inspection, also r,eferred to' as elemental
gear inspection, is used to inspect individual elements of the
gear's geometry, such as lead, profile, pitch and accumulated
pitch. The key advantage of analytical gear inspection is that it
allows the user to quicklv and easily identify elements of the
gear that measure'out of tolerance-the key information needed to control the manufacturing. process.
For example, analytical gear inspection can reveal the presence of hob mounting errors, cutting tool wear, heat treat distortion patterns, and many other problems.
.Analytical gear inspection can be performed on stand-alone
machines dedicated to specific measurements such as lead,
profile or tooth space. However, today's CNC generative gear
inspection machines generally combine these functions with
many other measurements and calculations. Such machines
are available from M&M Precision, Klingelnberg, David Brown,
Aoto-Technology and Mahr·Federal, among others.
JIJLYIAUOIJST
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ANALYTICAL INSPECTION IN THE FIELD
---

User: Jerry Moxley, Quality Engineer/Gear lab Manager
Company: Dana Spicer Off-Highway Products Division
Product: Planetary Axles, Single Reduction Axles, Power Shift Transmissions, Electronic Controls,
Torque Converters, Brakes and Specialty Suspensions.
Types of pans inspected: parallel axis gears, splines and spiral bevel gearing
Equipment: M&M 3525 with 3-D probe, approximately 1 year old; M&M 3040, approximately 5
years old; M&M 2025, approximately 11 years old.
How analytical gear inspection is used:
The machines are located in the gear Jab. Thev're used for accepting/rejecting parts, part develapment; process control and quality proving.
User: Mike Ocasio, !QualityTechnician
Company: Nixon Gear, Syracuse, NY
Product Precision ground gears,
Types of pans inspected: Internal and external gears, splined shafts,
Equipment Hofler ZME 402 CNG Gear Measuring Genter, 7 years old; Fellows 12H lead & 12M
Involute manual gear inspection units, approximately 35 years old,
.How analytical,gear inspection is used:
"Our HOfleris kept in a climate-controlled lab. It is used daily by both quality assurance and the
machine aperetor« We use it for first piece accept/reject, part developmemsnd quality proving."

!
I
I

User: Richard Hayes, Quality Engineer
Company: Sumitomo Machinery Corp. of America, Chesapeake, VA
Product: Cycloidal speed reducers and gear motors,
Types of parts inspected: Cycloidal discs, planetary gears, helical gears, spur gears, shafts, and
limited bevel gears,
Equipm.ent M&M Model 3000 Gear .Analyzer, approximatety 7 years old,
Howana'lytical gear inspection is used:
"It is primarilv used for final inspection of sampled parts from our manufacturing process or
('eceiving inspection of parts manufactured by outside suppliers. In some cases, it's used to verify
first-piece setup for machining process control and evaJuation of gear components from returned
defective units, "

I

I

I

User: Geoffrey T Grill, Gear Engineer
Company: Meritor Automotive, Oshkosh, WI
Product: Heavy vehicle axles for mining, logging and heavy construction equipment.
Types of pans. ,inspected: sun gears, planetary gears, ring gears and splines,
Equipment; M&M2000-4, 14 years old.
How analytical g.ear linspection is used:
Accept/reject product, either on first-piece setups or random sample of finished product.
User: Matt Benski, lab Inspector/Programmer
Company: Waukesha Engine Division of Dresser Equipment Group
Product: Internal combustion engines for gas and air compression, prime and standby power generation, pump, chiller, blower, and other industrial appliceticns,
Types of parts inspected: Inch and metric spur gears, helical gears, worms, worm wheels, bevel
gears, gear blanks, shafts and non-gear parts inspected for runout; etc.
Equipment M&M Model 3000 Gear Analyzer, approximately 2 1/2 years old.
How analytical gear inspect,ion .is used:
In-process inspection, final inspection, prove-out, part development and quality control.
User: Ricky L Shinkle, Senior Engineering lab Technician
Company: Oelco-Remy America
Product: Gear Reduction Starters
Types of pans inspected: Plastic internal gears, armature sun gears, planetary gears, pinions,
engine ring gears, motor drive shaft splines and clutch cam surfaces.
Eq,uipment: M&M Model.2025, approximately 17 years old.
Mow analytical gear inspection is used:
Accept/reject perts; part development and process control.

I
I
,

I
I

I
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User: Paul Bojanowski, gear quality control. and Dan Wolosian, quality process consultant
Company: Visteon Automotive Systems, Sterling, MI
Product: Rear axles and front axles for cars and light trucks.
Types of pans inspected: Ring and pinion gears of several sizes and ratios, rear axle differential
and side gears, transmission gears, and NASCAR racing gears,
Equipm.ent: Klingelnberg PNCs, approximately 2 years old; Gleason, Ono Sokki and Oerlikon single-flank testers, all approximately 5 years old; and Zeiss GMMs, approximately 5 years old,
How analytical gear inspection is used:
Toestablish process capability, perform Design of Experiment (DOE),monitor continuous improvement activities, and containment of reject material, The inspection equipment is also used to vafidate machine summaries and tool settings.
GEAR
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to pillion-gear pairs and running them together on a dedicated
bevel
gear testing
machine. Roll testing machines
don't incorporate the analytical
approach, so they are used primarily on the shop floor to
prove gear sets. An experienced
operator listens for noise problems and nicks, checks for
runout and views the tooth. contact patterns. The operator
would then have to make a
judgment, comparing the new
set with gear sets known to
work well together,
Of course, today's functional bevel gear testers computerize much of this process, and
they are often used in the lab as
well. For example, the Gleason
Phoenix HCT tester incorporates digital tooth contact imaging, structure-borne
noise
analysis
and computerized
high-speed, single flank testing.
But no matter how sophisticated they get, roll testing
machines cannot reproduce the
geometry of a spiral bevel gear;
Some form of coordinate measuring is req uired, and machines
such as the Phoenix tester, when
used in the lab, are often used in
conjunction with other machines, At one rime, that required a
coordinate measuring machine,
but today's dedicated gear
inspection machines can be
equipped with CMM: functions.
For example, the Klingelnberg series of analytical
gear inspection
equipment
incorporates this kind of technology. Their P26 model, introduced at EMO 99, is a compact
measuring machine for workpieces up to 260 mrn in diameter. According to Klingelnberg
marketing specialist Andreas
Montag, "The tester is suitable
for all measuring tasks in the
gear technology and guarantees short measuring times
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acteristics to his customers,
forms two reference scans of , 10% of the tolerance to be
the part prior to the inspection checked cannot be kept.
Montag says,
Inspection machines can routine, adjusts the table to Today, measuring uncertainalso be oul:fitted with special physically align the part, then ties of 2<J.-30% are realistic."
While all the machine
analysis modules. For exam- performs the inspection. "Other
ple. the M&M machines can machines on the market can do manufacturers are working to
perform inspections to pin- . mathematical corrections, but obtain ever-smaller uncertainpoint the effects of heat treat I cannot physically align the ties in their equipment, meadistortion. By measuring the part," Cowley says..
surement accuracies are poorPushing Inspection. to its
ly understood by the end
part before and after heat
treating, the manufacturer is
Limits
users, says Lawson, who adds
better able to determine the
Among the biggest chal- that this understanding
is
ideal pre-hardening geometry.
lenges
facing
inspection
increasingly important at a
Other machines may come equipment of all kinds today time when many manufacturare the tighter and tighter tol- ing companies have either
with unique features. Mahr's
Primar machine comes with a erances demanded by manu- implemented or are planning
tilting table, which allows the facturing
processes.
"The to implement ISO 9000 or
similar quality programs.
machine to inspect parts based increasing quality demands
on their datum axes. In other have led to the situation that in
According to Lawson, most
words, the Primar can inspect mass production, often toler- I measuring machines, including
gears as they will be mounted ances smaller than 10 microm- i CNC systems, aren't commonin their final application, rather eters have to be secured," says Ily being evaluated for accurathan between centers, as most Montag. "The old rule that the cy. Instead, they're being evalgear inspection is performed,
measuring uncertainty of a uated for repeatability. Most
says Cowley. The Primar per- measuring system should be companies employ a gage
repeatability and reproducibility (GR&R) procedure, wherein
some number of production
parts are measured several. different times by different operaI tors, Lawson says. This allows
I them to statistically determine
the repeatability of the measuring process. However, this
observes only the consistency
of the measurement, Lawson
says, not the accuracy.
According to clause 4.1 1.1
of ISO 900 1, ''The supplier
shall establish and maintain
documented procedures to control, calibrate, and maintain
For small to medium quantities of spurs or helicals that have to
meet close-tolerance AGMA or DIN specs, OUI Heishauer grinders
inspection, measuring and test
and M&M gear analysis systems are the perfect combination,
equipment (including test softFor Long runs, we offer the unique Liebherr GBN grinding
ware) used by the supplier to
process with full SPC quality control and documentation.
So whether your needs are for ten or tens of thousands, we
demonstrate the conformance
invite you to join the growing list of INSCO customers who rely on
of product to the specified
us for consistent quality, reasonable costs, and reliable delivery,
requirements. Inspection. meaPtiONE:'978-448-6368
suring and test equipment shall
FAX:978-448-5155
be used ina manner which
.
WEB: jinscocor,p'.coml
ensures
that the measurement
412 Main Street, Groton, Massachusetts 01450
RPORATION
uncertainty is known and is
ISO 9001 iRegistered
consistent with the required
measurement eapaoility"
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Further, Lawson reports that
ISO Technical Committee 213
is developing new standards,
which require manufacturers to
subtract
the measurement
uncertainty from their manufacturing tolerances. This is
logical, Lawson says, because
our knowledge of a part's actual dimensions is limited by the
uncertainty of the associated
measurement process.
As has been the case with
]SOO 9000, implementation of
this concept could be a stressful experience, Lawson says.
However, ISOois becoming a
powerful entity and many
manufacturers are having to
change their practices as customers begin to demand proof
of quality at these levels.
Today's inspection machines
are powerful pieces of equipment, but if they're not calibrated, maintained, and used
correctly, the validity of the
measurement results will be
adversely affected.
Today's dedicated gear
inspection machine is a C{)Dlplex, multi-functional piece of
equipment that can do work
requiring
once
several
machines, using sophisticated,
on-board computer technology
to record, transport and manipulate data in ways that were
never before possible. 0

TeU Us What You Think ..•
If you found this article of
interest and/or useful, please

circlem.
If you did not care for this arti-

e Ie, circle 223.
If you would 6ke to respond to
this or any other article in this

edition of GeBf Technology,
I

please fax your response to the

attention of Charles Cooper.
senior editor, at 847-437-8618 or

send e-mail messages to
ChBrfes@g88rtschn%gy.com.
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Inspection News Roundup
This section is dedicated to what's new and what's happening in the world of gear inspection and metrology. Here you will.find news about prod·
ucts; companies .and organizations, services and events affecting the g.ear inspection and metrology industry. For more' information on .any of the
companies mentioned here, circle the appropriate reader service number.
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Non~lnvasive 'Jesting for
Gear H!ea~Treat Dmillity
Intex, Inc .• has developed a non-invasive
case hardened and through hardened gears.
The TREC Model 42] utilizes pulsed
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to the gear under test and then detect the
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of Quality
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technology
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Low Cost Involute and Lead
Measuring Machine from Basic
According to W.E Wolf, CEO of Basic
Machine Tools, the Model #1.6-1LM is
"an economy involute and lead measuring machine, which is thealtemarive to
high-cost machines that are beyond the
reach of many gear shops."
The #J6-ILM retains the features of
single disk involute machines, but it also
has certain universal characteristics such

less than 0.002" and a 3D length accuracy
(bias) of 0.004", and cost under $70,000
as a complete, turnkey system.
The SOLO machine uses a high-resolution charge-coupled device (CeD) sensor and Metronor's smart-LED Light Pen
to make direct feature measurements
throughout the sensor's field of view.
S'DLO is unique in having no moving
mechanical parts, which offers excellent,
long-term stability and reliability. "From
the start, S'DLO was designed to be
rugged, reliable and easy to learn and
use," said Dr. Alf Pettersen, vice president
of Technology at Metronor. For more
information, contact Metronor Inc., at
(248) 353-3100 ..
306

as measuring the involute profile error of
any base circle diameter in common
ranges, and utilizing only thirteen (13)
base circle disks. For more details contact
Basic Machine Tools at (323) 933-7191.
30S

New Large Volume Portable CMM

I

_

Metronor Inc, announces the first
portable coordinate measuring machine
to handle volumes up to 45 cubic feel,
exhibit 2-sigma sphere test accuracy of

Process Equipment Company Introduces 1he...

Nlew Giear linspection
Sv·stem from AST

I.

!be Next Dimension™ measures toothaJignment, tooth, profile.
,ndex and root radius utilizing these "Leading Edge" features:
• AGMA. DIN ISO-& User defined Analysis

• Linear Motors
• Volumetrically

Mapped

Packages

Accuracy

• Software Developed

• ThermalCompensation
• O. I Micron Resolution Scales

• Remote Diagnostics

• Renishav\!" 3~

• Network

Scanning Probe

using Microsoft

VisualStudio6,0
by Modem or Internet

Capability

ISO 900 l' Reg,ist,ered'
Nurturing ldeas.. .New Dimensions In Gear Technologyl

~

4191 US Route 40. Tipp Gity, OH 45371
Phone: 937-667-7105' 800c998-4191 • Fax: 937-667-2591

Equipment Company

E-mail: metrology_sales@processeq.com
Or Visit Us At: \NWW,processeq,c;om

.PROCESS
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American Stress Technologies, Inc.
has introduced an off-line audit inspection system used to detect grinding damage, some heat treat qualities, and residual stress from manufacturing processes.
The Gear Inspection System automatically scans the ground surface of the gear.
sending test data to a Roll scan central unit
where it is analyzed, displayed and
stored. An operator can then examine the
data and make process adjustments. For
more information, contact American
Stress Technologies, Inc. at (412) 9630676 or bye-mail at ast@sgi.net.
307

INew CMMfirlOm 'Giddings
& Lewis Con1rol~s
Giddings
&
Lewis
Controls,
Measurement and Sensing, have introduced the Endeavor Series coordinate
measurement
machines,
which are
designed to provide inspection lab precision (volumetric accuracy to 0,.008 mm,

___________

lliNSP,ECTilON FOCUS NEWS '& TECHNOLOGY

10.0025 rom repeatabiliryj in a lower co t,
shop floor machine.
The Endeavor features real-time temperature compensation to guarantee accuracy over a 50 C temperature range. a
granite table for added thermal tolerance
and a finn. vibration reo istant foundation.
Other de ign feature include a bru hie ,
linear motor direct drive sy tern and a
kinematic desjgn featuring a rigid, lightweight moving _tructure _upponed by
five optimally po itioned bearing points
to reduce Ire s on the drive ystem and
enhance overall accuracy. For .infonnation contact Giddings- & Lewis at (800), ,I
348-951.0 or log onto ~w;w.gjddings.com.
308:

f,owl'er OR'ers CMMIIPr,obes1jons,
The Fred V. Fowler Co., Inc.
announces a range of touch-trigger probes and associated equipmentto meeta variety of probing
applications, on rno t coordinate
measuring machine .
The PL-SA probe is a 5-a:x.i
CMM touch-trigger probe who e
mall size and rugged eonstruction permit u e for many applica-

I

•

as does the P~-5BS probe with
integrated body and shank. Both have 0.5
J.J.mrepeatability, ,employ a stylus force of
9 grams, are designed for operating 5
axes: ±X, ±Y, +Z. and travel over Z+5,O
mm, For further information,
contact
Fowler at (800) 788-2353 or visit jheir
website at \I"'lvw.ftfowler.com.
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··ring Us Your
T"
5 peeL'f".cat.'ons,
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Tough Deadlines,.
Short R:uns,andl
Volume Orders
No matter how tall your order; you'll breathe free knowing
it's being manufactured by Milwaukee Gear- the industry's,
leader in custom gears, custom gear drives and
customer satisfaction.

We'n liberate you from quality, budget and deadline
concerns with accurate quotes, AGMA standard design
engineeringl and cost-effective production. From start
to lin ish, your order receives the most
complete in-house services, including, the
Ilatest heat treating and metallurgicall
tuting ,available today.

- n- 'I-un
- h-s__IN,ew
__ce
__
Soya
N'on-contac13DI CMM
S, ny Preci ion Technology America.
Inc., has introduced irs yP 1103D coordinate
measuring machine for dose tolerancepens
applications, This sy tern combines noncontact, auto-focusing opticalllaser sensing
technology and PC-b~<;ed computer numerical control, to provide 3-mmensional
in peOOon,measurement
and analysis of
microscopic urfece features on integrated
circuits, printed circuit boards, oomputer
hard di ks and machined materials.
CNC movement wilhin a] axes is a
closed loop controlled by the unit' 450
MHz Penliwn U PC, whiclIprovides fast
movement and reading response at all specified measwing points. Resolution in all
throe axes is 0.1 microns and Z-axis posi'uOllingrepeatability
is :to.2 microns. for
information all the YPIO 3D CMM. call
SOllY at (949) 77()'8400
or visit

Discolle, the'monumentsl diff""lJctl
,0111' fuJI'-service'provider.
Contact Milwaukee Ge. r tod,y.

i

• DeSign !Engineeringi Analysis
• AGMA (U4 Gear Grinding lT600mm cap.!'
• Modern Gear Inspection
.' CNC Manufacturing Cells
• Precision Tooth Measurement
.• Metallurgical Laboratory
• Heat Treating Facility

www.m:iilwQ·uheegear.com

"'u,,"~SOrJ'71'·Com.
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Universal Testing: :Instruments
from Shimadzu
Shimadzu Scientific Instruments has
introduced the Autograph AG-I Series of
universal testing instruments, Available
in seven load ranges from 1kN (200 lbf)
to 250kN (50.000 lbf), the high precision
AO-] testers provide afull range of completely automated, test functions. For
maximum accuracy, Trapezium software
for Windows 95/98 and NT 4.0 enables

FOCUS, N:EWS: a TECHNOLOGY

test data sampling at 1.25 ms intervals
with a test force precision of ±O.5%, Test
speeds from 0.00002 In/min to 40 inlmin
provide flexibiliry to accommodate
a
variety of testing needs.
For more information call Shimadzu
Scientific Instruments, Inc., at (800) 4771227 or visit their website at www.shimadzu.com.
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Yesterdau's Reliabilitu
Tomorroui e Technologu

Fifty years of VARI~ROLL applications provide:
• Production Composite Inspection
• Custom Design & Build Part Gear Mounting Fixtures
• Standard Mounting Fixtures - Spurs, Helicals, Pinion Shafts,
Worms, Throated Worms, Bevels, Internals
When coupled with the VARI-PC Composite
System will provide:
• Reduced Inspection Cost
• Improved Accuracy
• Historical Record Keeping
• Serialization of Parts
• Interface to SPC programs

Gear Analysis

Experience the difference, See why customers worldwide have
chosen the VARI-ROLUVARJ-PC.
For further information,
please contact us.

!!
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New In-Une Roc~kwe!11
Sca,I'e
Hardness Teste:r
Newage Testing Instruments. Inc. has
developed an automatic, in-line Rockwell
testing machine, which can be customized to accommodate many types of
parts, This tester, called the Versitron, can
perform 500-600 tests per hour without
any operator involvement.
The Versiitron's hopper automatically
fills a vibratory bowl, which orients and
feedsthe parts into a feed track. At the
tester, pneumatic actuators move each
part into the testfixture. The test cycle is
initiated automatically and the part is
pushed. out of the fixture by another actuator. An escapement system drops out-oftolerance test specimens into a separate
box at the end of the line. Sensors verify
: proper part positioning and system operation. 'Iouchpad controls provide an operator interface for running the system.
The Versitron senses and compensates
for wear, dirt build-up and test specimen
deflection under load .. A nosepiece SIIIrounding the indenter senses the surface of
the test piece at the preload position. IT the
specimen deflects under load, the nosepiece compensates while maintaining a
good. reference point for the test measurement For more information contact
Newage Testing Instruments, Inc., at (215)
, 657-6040 or visit www.newageil.ls.trllments ..com.
312

New Hardness Test'ing'Software
from Krautkramer

Precision Gage Co., Inc.
100 Shore Drive Burr Ridge, IL 60521
630-655-2121 Fax. 630-655-3073

www.precisiongageco.com
CIRCLE 183
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Krautkramer's new UltraHARD software transfers files from Krautkramer's
M[C 10 DL or DynaMIC DL portable
hardness testers to a PC. UltraHARD
simplifies the process of testing, documentation and statistical analysis for

more efficient and thorough. re I)]t with
detailed analysi
of 'lIIe measurement
data. linear display of measurement sets
For hardness curves, and statistical evaluation of individual measurement
sets or
the total number of measurement readings over all the mea urement
sets.
Simple data management
i ,guaranteed
by the lintegration into the Window and
MS-Office world. Contact Kraulkramer
at (717) 242-0327 or visit their website at

u'ww.kraurkramer.c,om.
3U
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Proven reliability and unsurpassed accurlKY are why we've remained
a leader in the gear fool business for over 50 years.
IExtensive: Sto(:k . AJIIBore Sues
FREE CATAlOG
IDimnefrdl & Module ttd(he1,
SOUD ,CARBIDE HOBS
IExpress IDelivery
TRU-VOWTIEIID[I'ass.AAA
~atest Coating Technologlf

,/ Quitk IQuotes

lIBUSSELL,

N'ew Range' ot Ilenses, for IOptimefs
ConoscopePrnbe

and Systems

Optirnet,
a division
of Ophir
Opttcnicsc unnouaees a wide range of
new intemlrangeable
lenses fOftheir
Conoprobe 1000, Conoscan 2000 and
Conoscan 3000 y terns. No matter wltat
Optimet probe or sy tern is in use, the
ability 10 quicldy and easily change !he
lenses to create new measurements is
nowavailable. From microns to millime-

CIRCLE 147

Broach'inOI Machinel

ters, a ingle sensor can now be used just
by changing
ibility

• EIimmates Broach m9 Pits and
Elevated Platforms

the objective lens. 'This Hex-

eliminates

the need to purcha e

• Increases Cell Design Flexibility
• Facilitates Machine Relocation
• Allows a Range of Optional
Equipment and Secondary
Operations

separate sensors. For further mformalion.
contact Optirnet at (800) 383·0814 or
visitlheir website at www.optimer.com.

314

Availabl.lin sllo'kill'l from
36" 'ta,Tr Ind tonnagu
from, 5- to, 3O-lon ,e ,pacity.
For broaches, breathing
equipment. broach repairl
resbarpening. and production
broaching services, call your
total broaching source.
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If you found this column of interest and/or
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If you did not care for this column. cin:IIa

o

If you woutd like to respond 10 thiS or any
other article in this edition of Gear TIChnology,
fax your response to the
attention of Charles Cooper, senior editor, It
847-43NI618 or send e-mail messages to
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TRUE DIMENS·I:ON GEAR ,INSPECTION
Provides actual over
ball/pin measurment
of any helical or spur

gear or pline without
th need of cody
setting masters.
Provides vital S.P,C.

information.

Gage IDivision

-ted To,ol 5 pp
851 OHIO PIKE.

9" O.D.

s- I.n.

'CINCINNATI, OHIO 45245 • (513) 752·6000 • FAX '(513) 752·5599
CIRCLE 116
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'COBO CENTER
DETROIT, MICHIGAN

• PHONE (703) 684·0211
• FAX '(7031 684·0242

• EMAIL: GEAREXPO@AGMA.ORG
• WEBSIITE: WWW.AGMA.ORG
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Determining Lead Error on
A C,r'o,wned Pimon
OIA is JOUr linteractive geaf forum. Send us your geaf desigll. manuinspection Dr oCher related qUestiDns, and we'll put diem
before OUf panel of e.perts. Questions may be mailed to Celt
rICh",'",. P.O. Box 142&, Elk Grove Village, IL 60009, USA. fued to
(847) 43Ni&18: Of sent electronically to people@geamch"ology.com.
An expandedl version of Q&A is also available online at fbe ,Gear
Industry HomJIPagerM •. www.geanechno/~ycom.
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Frisby P.M.c., Inc.

Elk Grove Village, IL

Q,.~ How

do you determine lead error 0.11 a crowned pinion
when using analog gear checking equipment like a Hofler
EFR630 ?
Answer submitted by Rober: E. Smith
Pnesident, R.E. Smith & Co., Inc., Rochestel; NY, and Technical
Gear Technology

lina -,
ReferencL

Facewidth

I

,Question submitted by Daniel Braasch

Editor,

--+---l

III = Drawin9 Design
DimenSions

CrownToleranc8,Onl'y

magazine.

,A: 11,is assumed that the EFR630

is not equipped with a computer for data analysi • and that all analy i i done manually,
Also. how one analyze .jhe chart depends upon the accuracy
system being used. uch as .AcGMA,ISO, niN. in house, etc.
Each system has its OWIl rules.
In the AGMA system, such as II:GMA 2000c.A88, "K" charts
are 'U ed. The intention, in AGMA. is that the crown has to be
evaluated in addition to the lead variation tolerance (the crown
is not part of the lead or tooth alignment tolerance). Clause 9.5
in AGMA 2000-A88 di cusses the UK" chart evaluation of
unmodified gear teeth. Appendix. C and Figure C-6 (Figure 1 in
this article) attempt to show how crown IS evaluated in addition
to, tooth alignment variation. However. it turns out to be confusing and doesn't clearly achieve the desired results, Note that the
"functional face" is the face width minus any chamfer or rounding 011 the ends of the teeth.
lIIIthe author's opinion. DIN and ISO do a better job of evaluating crown and helix error. They both use a slope and form
evaluation method. DIN 3960ays that the entire face width is
used as the tooth trace test range, L~. Common sense, however.
says not to include any end chamfers, OF rounding. DIN 3961
mentions reducing the face width by 10% at each end before
evaluation. [SO B28Part I - 1995, uses the same methods of
evaluation, but is more realistic in regard to the evaluation

lit,: Drawing; Oesign
Dimensions

Fig. 11-lC"6jTota'll Toolb Alignment and 'Crown Tolerance Specification.
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Evaluation Range
Face Width b
M,NK
BB

B'B', S"B"
C'C', C"C"

Cb
Cb,.clual

Corrected ba se lines bcu nding tne test pattern will1in the
evaluation ra oge.
Averaging actual tooth fl'ank.
Actual tooth traces bound ing the test pattern within the
evaluation range.
Non·corrected nominal tooth traces through the points of
intersection of the averaging actual tooth trace BB
with the boundary lines 01 the evaluation range.
Tooth trace total deviation; results from the distance
apart olthe corrected base lines AA and A'A' as measured
at right angles to the chart feed.
Tooth trace angle deviation; results from the distance
apart of the nominal tooth traces C'C and C·C".
Tooth trace form deviation; results from the distance apart
of the actual tooth traces IB'B' and S"B" as measured at
right angles to the chart feed.
Nominal crowning
Actual crowning

Fig',3-Tooth tracetest

SEE US AT IMTS BOOTH #7056

CIRCLE
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pattern for narrowed tooth trace test range,

range, L~.In ISO ]328, the evaluation range is specified as the
face width minus 5% or a length equal to one module, whichever is smaller, at each end.
When using a computer analysis system, the evaluation is
automatic, ISO fits a "design" curve (that is the crown shape) to
the trace and then evaluates form and slope errors relative to that
(Figure 2). When using an analog recording system, the evaluation is done manually .. DIN 3961, Figure 3, demonstrates a
medrod of manually evaluating crown, form, and helix error
separately, showing an exaggerated amount of waviness in the
tooth trace. This is to illustrate the various parameters: crown,
form, and helix error, To do a manua1analysis, draw lines near
the end of tile trace that represent the evaluation length, 4. then
fit a curved line through the mean. of the wavine s that is superimposed OJ] the crown curve ..Permerror is the bandwidth of the
waviness (shown as fllf in the figure), Slope is the helix error
(shown asfH!} in the figure). Crown is Cb-aclual in the figure, This
may not be as precise as computer analysis, but it can still be
very accurate and useful. Certainly,. :it is much better than using
a modified "K" chart,
Of COUl'Se, crown should have minimum and maximum values specified, in addition to the lead 0; helix tolerance, 0

Till Us What You Think ...
If you found this article of interest and/or useful, please circle 229.
If you did not care for this article. circle 230.

Formore infonnation about R.E.Smith& Co., Inc., circle 231.
If you would like to respond to this or any other article in this edition
of GBBf Technology, please fax your response to the attention of

Charles Cooper, senior editor; at 847-437-6618.
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Welcom.e to, our Product 'News page. Here we feature, new products ,of interesl to the gear and gear products markets.
To, gel mor,e,informati.on on these items. please elrcle the Reader Service Number shown ..

New Pre!I,oaded Racik ,and P,inion
Drive Sys1.emsfrom Andantex
Andantex has anaounced a line of
preloaded rack and pinion drive systems
for axis drive applications requiring high
accuracy positioning. These systems
effectively
eliminate
the backlash
between the rack and pinion by using
two pIDions-one to drive the axis and
one to preload the axis to eliminare the
backlash. By eliminalinglhe
system
backlash, accurate axis positioning is
preserved during thejransition period
between acceleration/steady slate and
deceleration, where the rack and pinion
flank contact and load rever es direction
There are two Iypes of preloaded rack
and pinion systems: mechanically preloaded and electronically preloaded
Mechanical systems achieve preload by
pring loading Of torsionally winding one
pinion again t the other. These systems are
typically driven by one motor and do not
require a special motor controller
Electrical systems achieve their preload by
electrically "braking" one pinion .against
the other, These systems require two
motors/gearboxes and usually a sped
motor coneollerto handle the preload.
For additional information on preloaded rack and pinion drive systems.
contact Andantex USA, Inc., at (800)
713-6170 or visit their website at

I\Iww.andalllex.com.
315

est ratio available for harmonic drive
gearing. These systems offer 2 arc-min
positional accuracy and smooth motion,
With the new low ratio of 30: I.,harmonic
drive gearing may now be used in applications where planetary gears might have
been u ed previously, resulting in areductionin package size and weight while
increasing positional accuracy and
achieving zero backlash. The Size ] I
(pictured) measures 40 mm in diameter
and 26 mm in length. It has a maximum
output speed of 460 rpm,raled torque of
19 in-lbs., and repeated peak torque of 40
in-lbs, The Size 14 has a diameter of .50
mmand a length of 29 mm. It also has a
maximum output speed. of 460 rpm, but
it rated torque is 35 in-lbs, and its repeated peak torque is 80 in-lbs,
For information
contact
HD
Systems, Inc., at (800) 231-4374 or visit
www.hdsystemsinc.com.

New Hobbers from
Basic lM'achineTools
Basic Machine Tools, national distributor of 75 models of Wolf gear
machines, announces these new Wolf
horizontal gear nabbing machine models: #GH3~25
and #GH5-S.
Both
machines, which are suitable for quanti.
ties ranging from single pans to mass
production, can generate spur, helical
and worm gears.
Tile GH3-2.5 call hob gears with a
maximum diameter of 3.2", w.ith a maximum tooth width of 2.5". Toe GH5~5 can
handle gears with a maximum diameter
of 4.9" wilh a 4.9" maximum tooth width.
Options for the GH5-5 include a bevel
gear hobbing anachment and a "tangential" worm whee] bobbing attachment.
For more information contact Basic at
(323) 933-7191 or log oruo their website
at

www.basicmachinetools.com.
317
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'The G=eat G . aJldinil

BIles.
- -- Buns
- - VanlSbllBeforeYouJ'
- ------ I--8I!'
-1-01 course, there's not really a magical way to' handle your
deburring needs, but we have the next best thing. OlS builds
turnkey systems with proven performance. We've become the
industry leader by offeringl the best ovemll value:
• High-speed, high-qualily systems.
• Quality componentstram brandname manufacturers
• A variety of standard base models
which can be adapted easily to
your needs
• Engineeredl solutions lor practically
any application
• Trained stafl of experts wailing, to
assist you

,

OLS,Modt11200
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N'ew Ha'rmonic Gear Drives from
HD Systems
HD Systems. Inc .• bas introduced irs
new Size ]I and Size 14 harmonic gear
drives. Each has a 30:1 gear ratio. the lowJUL·V'AUtlY9T
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Software for IParaUel
Axis Gear A_nalysis

Drive Systems

which

designed

and

Eversolv

Software

PowerGear,

a design and analysis tool for

--

PowerGear

From data entered

single-helical and double-helical

ali

gears of either external or internal config-

basic

geometry

urarion.

Originally

developed

by Ray

thickness,

Drago,

president

of

Systems

etc.; as well as too] geometry.bending

Technology,

for hi

Parallel Axis

will also

PC Applications in
Gear Design seminar,

contact
strength

loath

stresses,

tooth

contact

ratios.

flash

and durability

required

including

fillet geometry,

and

temperature,

ratings

calculate

ill ace or-

It

elastohydrodynamie

film thickness for wear probability rating,
frictional

by the operator,

win calculate

Drive

dance witlt AGM.A Standard 200t-C95.

is

to be easy to use for both stu-

the program

spur,

of

dents and gear industry veterans alike.

released

-

----

at the University

Wisconsin-c-Milwaukee,

Technology, Inc.,
have

he teaches

--------------------

NIEWS

power loss, scoring hazard rat-

ing, tooth profile kinematics.
shear stre s!strength

subsurface

and much more. A

number of output formats and methods are
available

including

coneentional

printed

format with analysis text notes, Oil-screen
with real-time

updates,

and CSV data

files, which can be read by

other

programs

spreadsheets,
presentation
For

(e.g.

format,

word

processors,

etc.) for ready

reportancl

preparation.
more

PowerGear,

information

contact

469-8400

graphical

a free,

or for

demonstration

Eversolv

about
at (5 n)

30-day

fun

version of Pow erG ear, log

onto www.eversalv.com.
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New Gearheads from Thomson
Thomson

Industries,

out with two versions

Inc. has come

of its DuraTRUE

90 True Planetary right angle Gearhead,
hollow shaft design (pictured

.AlW Systems Co. announces that it is now a
manufacturing source of spiral gear roughing
and finishing: cutters and bodies.

a

dual shaft design .. Both units offer

capacity
The
provides
drives,

Whether it's service or manufacturing. consider us as an alternative source for cutters
and bodies.
You'll be in lor a pleasant surprise.

lip to 1,798 Ibs.,
I: 1 (0 500: 1.

DuraTRUE
a direct

making

and ratios

90 Hollow

coupling

Shaft

to multiple

it ideal for tightly

con-

strained designs. Also, it increases system
reliability

while decreasing

cost by elimi-

nating the need for separate couplings
reducing

NEW! Straight Bevel CuHers.

erinstalled

Royal Oak, Michigan 48067
Tel: (248) 544·3852 • Fax: (248) 544-3922

I
CIRCLE 122
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of

ranging from

AJW can also supply roughing andlinishing
cutters for most 5"-12" diameter bodies.

GEAR

a

a peak torque

rating of 7,450 in-lbs., a peak radial. load

We also can rnanefacture new spiral
cutter bodies in diameters 015" through 12'
at present.

58

of 8 arc-minutes,

backlash

a

above) and

III

II I II

length .. It comes in 90 mm,

mm and 142

I

and

valuable real estate with a short-

mm

square

frame sizes

bore sizes of 22 mrn, 30mm,
The DuraTRUE

and 38

115
with

mm.

90 dual. shaft model gives

-

•

IPR'DDUC,TNEWS:
de igners the option of operating 2 axe
with a single servo, motor; saving money
by eliminating components. The unit is
available in 60 mm. 90 mm, 115 mm and
W42 mm square frame i.zes.
For more information
contact
Thomson lndustrie , Ine., at (516) 8838000 or log oato their website
at
WIVW. thomsollindustrie s.eom.

319

For more information. contact
General Magnaplate at (800) 852-3301. or
vi it the company's web ue at www.magnap/ate. com.
320

_
Tall Us What You Think ...
If you found this column of interest and/or
useful, please circle

m.

If you did not care for this column, circle

Send your Inew producl rel'easesCo:
Gest Technology, 1401l.unl Avenue:,
IEUe Grove Village, IL 160007

Fax: 847-437-661:8.

If you would like to respond to this or any
other article in this edition of G•• r
TechnO/Oily.please fax your response to the
attention of Chartas Cooper, senior 1IIitDf, at
847-437-6618 or send e-mail messages to

Ch8rle~eertechno/ogy.cont

IPir,aciaianl thr,auglh

New "IGo'lden" ,surt'ace'
Enhancement from IGeneral
MBgnaplaitel
General Magnaplate Corporation has
announced the release of its new, ultrahard, micro-thin Goldened.ge™ urtace
enhancement treatment for blades and
other sharp edge cutting tools. The coaling provides precise thickaess control,
giving razor-]wp edges a dJamatic~ly
increased service life by as much as 20
limes, while maintaining harpne . Due
to me fine-grain tru ture .: nrfaee 'tension
is reduced, wlrich in turn decrease cutting resistance willie improving equipment operarienal speeds,
The new coaLing creates a den e,
smooth golden surface w.ith increased
hardaes up to Rockwell C 85. A thin,
Un1fOIDl coating ranges in thickness from
'0.00004" to 0.00006" or to to t.s
microns. The non-stick surface meets
USDAIf1DA codes for food and drug. contact. clew easil,y wi.1h water and resists
most chemicals and solders. Th service
temperature ranges from -300"F 084OC)
to +lOOO"F (538 C). and th.e proces uempemture i from +4500 F (232DC) to +932°
P (500°C). Application include die cutting, flaking; forming. filleting.guttin,g ..
grinding, pulverizing, sc~g and sawi-Dg.
D

m

di:slTI,and

INTRODUCING PCD REI'NFORCING
FOR DIRECT PLATED DRESSERS
We will design. build and guarantee from your gealr summary charts gear dressers for
Reishauer SPA and Fassler I!I'SA.Systems-Direct-Plated
or Sinter-Bond Single- or

Double-Sided Dressers.
Waalso1lproduce

gear dr·esserstor

• Gleason CNC '& Poeoix
• NUes

• Okamoto

• L'iebl1err
• Cse,pel
• Normae
• Gill :Solutions

• H'oglund

• "'atler
We ,oHerour customers
• Highes1,AccUT8cy
• CompellitinllP,rices
• F,astest Delivery

• Rel'ap & Replating SeNiee

Call or fax us with your gear dresser requirements.
You will quickly discover what leading U.S. gear producers ha.ve already learned.
DR. KAISER gear dressers

.re the best va'lue available.

DilUibu1edby:

S.L.Munson
&; Company

." Hilger St. Columbi., 'SC 29201
Phone: 1-81JO.775.13911- Fax: l-CJ,.92S.0507
IE_il: IlmUMon@llmunson.eom
,CIRCLE 196
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WEBFINDER MART

ADVERTISING

SECTION

ICompanieslisted below offer product infonnationand design assistance on the world wide web. Reach them through home pages listedl be'low;

GLEASON PFAUTER HURTHI

GLEASON CUTTING TOOLS CORPORATION

Gleason Pfauter Hurth World Wide
Sales is the world's most comprehensive resource for gear manufacturing technology. We offer a comprehensive gear cutting machine
program for every gear bobbing,
milling and grinding application
for cylindrical and bevel gears. Th
learn more about our products and
services or 'to find key contact
information. see our Web sire.

Gleason Cutting Tools Corporation is the leading gear cutting
1001 manufacturer
in North
America. We offer a wide variety
of form-relieving milling cutters,
hobs, shaper cutters, shaving cutters and CBN-plated fonn grinding wheels as well as our engineering, coating, heat treating,
metallurgical,
tool sharpening
and reconditioning services.

--

Dura-Bar manufactures ductile and
gray continuous cast. iron bar stock
in rounds, squares/rectangles and
tubes. Properties include noise and
vibration damping. rnachinabili ly,
strength and WeM resistance, making it an alternative to steel and
other metals in gears, fluid power
applications and other industries.
A QS·9OOOIISO-9002 UL registered fum and an AGMA member.

t",

_

r,
"

.-

....

---------

---

produces aerospace

transmissions. large turbine engine

components, and other complex
machined parts and assemblies of
unsurpassed quality and value. We
providecomplete engineering and
CAD/CAM; gear metrology; beat
treat, metallurgical and non-destruclive inspection; assembly and testing.
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Niagara Gear Website
details OUI precision ground
spur. helical and pump gears. All
our gears are manufactured with
the Iatest gear grinding technology. The web site also provides
information all Niagara Gear's
complete capabilities to meet
your most demanding, close tolerance requirements with fast

RH&H-TRU-VOLUTE
Website offers a wide variety of
products for the gearing industry.
Stock Hobs, Shaper Cutters,
Coatings. Master Gears, Electrodes. Rolling Testers and a New
Hob Sharpener.
RH&H-valued
service since 1915. Toleam more
about 'our products and services. ,
visit our website.
i

GEAR TOOLS

I
i.

--,
~~-,

I

I;

"Q':'=:'=--

niE PURDY CORPORATION
Corporation

----

turnaround,

LeCount expanding mandrels are

A leader in ,Precisionmanufacturing
for more than 50 )'15., The Purdy

-

The

LECOUNT INC.
designed to grip the inside diameter of parts to be inspected. Place'
your part on the mandrel, load it
between centers and you're ready
to inspect. Our mandrels are distributed in Europe, Asia and the
United States. For a brochure or
the name of a representative in
your area, please visit our Web
site for furtner information.

-

NIAGARA GEAR

DURA BAR

i

M&M PRECISION SYSTEMS
Our web sire details CNC gear

inspection systems and software
for parallel and cross-axis gear
testing and other appl.icationsplus dimensions-over-pins gages,
double flank gear roller systems,
spline gages, and master gears ..
M&M's Calibration laboratory
provides quick, affordable calibration on master gears, spline gages,
index" lead and involute masters.

WE.BFINI'DE.IR MART'

SIPIIRA.L BEVEL GEAR,S,
niransmiissions)

lIEBHEIRR
isit die Liebberr Gear Technolog-y ue for links 10 specifications
on the Sigma Pool rdl1ge of CNC
ear processing machine
- hObbing. shaving. shaping, bevel ,gear
generating machines and measur-

ing m hines,

orth American

service for Sigma Pool is located
in Saline, Michigan, telephone
(734) 429-7225.

,Spi~al,I. Straight lIaval Geal Manufacturing.
I

THE GEAR INDUSTRY HOlME PAGE

ICommercial to, aircraft qualit}l gearingl•

I

Spur, '[jcal. splinodshafts.lintemal &. external.
fu.plore the world of gear manuCacturing
from your desktop!
More 'companies. expanded product listings and cuuing edge anicles and features make the' The
Gear .Industry Home .Page'rW die
only online gear manufacturing
resource you need for machinery,
toeling, service providers, news
and articles
from around
the

shaved 8& ground gears. Spiral bevell,grinding.
Midwest Transmissionsl &. Reducers.

ISO' compliant
CONrAn
CRAlGD.BIISS

MIDWEst IGEAR
It TOOl.. INC.
1,2024 IE.Nine IMile Road
Wanen. Mil 48089

BRAD MARIlUARDT
(110) 15W9Z3
FAX (Bl Dl 754~11!126
CIRCLE 152

THE POWER TRANSMISSIO:N HOME PAGE
Withtbe
industry's I!lOSI
hensive online OOyefS ~de
focused editorial content,
t1'tI1Imrisrion.com n.I' !he

I

comprefor 3!"!d
pow rpb:e III

fmd gears, bearings. III:IWI!!lfl;. and
m ·re. po:w;ntmn m' si.o1l..comTW
helps manufacturers relICh, !be righl
'bu-yers and it is !he online resource

Tooli'nk IEngineering

forindUSLry professionals woo want
'[0 my on IDp of currenl ,trends and
technology in !be ,industry.

Feather IIIghl
hydra.uUc
arbors can be
manufactured wIth
runout as low as
2 microns. The clampingi
sleeves are replaceable'. This
too'lingi is suitable for measuring,
testing, balancing:, 'gear grinding
and other applications.

GEAR INDUSTRY JOBANDER
Skilled gear rn:mufucturing rror.
sianals shooJdn't be kN 10 !he industry 'llSl because !heir oompM}' reSIn!!::t\.I"eS a !kJwnsim,.. 1ln'~v..me
The Gtw /nt1zWy HDmt R1pn.l

offers hydraulic arbors
made ola Ilg,hl
metal ,alloy that
weigh up to
700/0 less than
a comparable
steel arbor.

_~!o...
_
_
--"'lC&iiI--

Job Fum COI1'leS in. AppLiaUlJS just
Iill 0UI1be onI.ine (ron and soon Ibeir
infoonarioo is ri.~ when: HR dqIanmms Iium Illp gt3' ixlusuy ~
nics III'!JIJJId the YtOOd ClIIl find ,il

~.-~.-.......
t-.g __

bh-.g

'_~'_""""T"
~.-....I.D..o.o.~

quidcly and easily.
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l'ooIink Engineering
2870 Wilde_ IPIao!!

Boulder. CO 8030'
"" 303.938.8.510'
f.u 303.9J8.8572
www.IQOIink-eng.oom
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CLASSIFIEDS
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SERVICE
----

'. HOB ,SHARPENING
• SHAVING cunER

GRI'NDING

i

I

I

i

MAAG PARTS AiND SERVICE

Tooth by Toot:h Induction
IHardening! Specialists

Original MAAG Parts for all':
• Grinding: Machines
• Shaping Machines ,ISH)
• Inspection Mach,ines

Spur. helical and bevel gears

• TIN. TICN. & TiALN

Our gear hardening equipment
includes 5, NATGO submerged

COATING SERVICES

process m.achinesand 5 AJAX

• CUSTOM HEAT TREAT SERvmE

Swiss Trained Service Eng,ineers:
Repairs to Complete Rebuillds

GNG-c(lntflOlled g,ear scanning'
machines. Tooth bV toothqeer
hardening. from .5DP-l00P, up to
15 tons. Ask about our breakdown service.

---

PICK UP AND DELIVERY IN MANY AREAS

,Gleason Cuttingl Tools
CORPORATION

.A_meriean Metal1ireating

1351 Windsor Road,. P.O. Box 2950
Loves Park, IL 611132-2950
Phone (815) 877-8900
Fax (81,5) 871-6264

.

• Calibration
• Ce'rtification

• Evaluations

Becker GearMeisters, Inc .

Company

Clevel'and, Ohio
(2t6) 431-4492
Fu: (2161431-151)8:
Email: bruce@lImericanmelallreating.com
Web site: www.ge8tfecl!lJology.com/copagB/l!m~.hrm

(800) 423-2537 • ('6311821-3967
••'~' .. Fax:: (63.1) 8211-3870
~
Chicago. Illinois
CIRCLE 156
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GiEAR: TOOTH
GiRIN:OI!NGI SERVI,CES '

GEAB TOOTH
GBINDING SERVICES
• Cost effective gear tooth grinding
spa c ialists
.' Gear manufacturers
custornars

PRO-GEAR COMPANY, INC.
I

23 Dick Road, Oepew, NY 14043
Toll Free: 877-684-3810' Fax: 716-684-7717
~E.-mail:progearinc@aol.com

CIRCLE 166

Rates-Line

Spur ~ Helical- Double Helical

. Capacity
are our only

• Prototype and production quantities
• Capacity to 2705"P.O., 3.5 0 ..P.
.' Able' to match delivery to your
requirements
• All service to AGMA standards with
Certified G,ear Inspection Equipment

I

I

Stroke.

up to 60.5" O.D., 1 D.P., 29"

AJI

ground gears certified

GEA;R TOOTIHGiRINDING
SpUII' • Helical
• Herringbo.ne Iwitb ,groove I
Capacity u,pto, 63" 0.0"
1 'D.P., 16"' face

up to

AGMA Class 14+ on Zeiss-Hofler 1602
CMM. Inventory of grinders includes
HOfler. BOO,. HOfler. 1000, Hofler 1253
Supra, Hofler :1500 and Hofler Nova
CNC 1000 (Fully CNC with on-board
CMM checker}.

AGM'A,Certification !Inspection
liJeliverv to Meet Your !Requirements
I

Midwest Gear Corp.
2182 E.. Aurora Rd.
Twinsburg, OH 44087'
Phone 33O-4L5441!9

Kr,eiiter G,eartech

2530 Garrow se, Houston, TX 77003
Phone: 713-231-9793 Fax: 713-237-1209

Fax 330-4Z5~8600

IDireet your inquiries to
Ron Humphrey. General Manager

Contact: Mr. Wlltie Whittington
Visit our Website at

www.kreiter-geartech.com

ronh@mwgear.com

CIRCLIE 160
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Classified: 1" minimum, $295. Additional lines $40 per line (Slines per inch). Display Classified: 3" minimum: lX-

$665, 3X-$620

per insertion, 6X-$585

per insertion. Additiorral per inch: llX-$225,

3X-$215

per insertion, 6X-$205

per

insertion. Gear Technology will set type to advertiser's layout or design a classified ad at no extra charge. Payment: Full payment
must accompany classified ads. Send check drawn in U.S. funds on a

u.s. bank

or VisalMasl.erCardlAmericall

expiration date to Gear Technology, P:O. Box 1426, Elk Grove Village, IL 60009. Agency Commission:
classified

GEAR

agency commission

ads. Materials Deadline: Ads must be received by the 20th of the month, two months prior to publication.

Publisher reserves the right to accept or reject classified advertisements at his discretion.
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SERVICE

HOB SHARPENINIG
SERVIICE,

GROUND G,EARS
PredllQll
GfOUIIIlI !;PUT (]I' He/ICBI, 'Gears 1.111
1012 Inches til Diameter and Achie'Jing up Ie
AGMA Class 12 Quallt)!
•

PrecsiOn HobOed Gears up 10 18 Inches in
Diamele!r

•

Pr~

'10

I

Ster Cutter Co'.
-

-------

--------

• THINI FILMI COATIINGS

48M S nstrom Road. Rockford. r '81109
,(815)874-3948.

fax (815)874-38'117

West Branch Industries
Subsidiary of Star Cutter Co.
2D83W. M·5S, West. Branch, MI48661
l-Il:88-Reshar,p -1-888-737-4277
PbDDII; (511134S-2865 • IFAX: (517) 345·566U

CIRCI.E 167

• Vertic aII, Horizontal, Surface,
Pot and Chain Broaching Machines
• Surface, andllnternal Broaching
- 45 Production Machines
• SPC Inspection Oocumentatjon
.' Complex Parts to Tight Tolerances
-ISO 9001 Certified
Think of us'as an extension: of your production department when your workload is heavy, or as, a cost-efficient
source tor your outside broaching
needs at any time.

mUD BROACHI & MA.CHIHE CDMPAINV
(414(1)1946-1040 ,t Fax: 14401946-0JZ5

www.ohiobroBch.com
mRCLE

~7-2392.

Fax:716-87~3
www.niagara~ear.eom
emall:info@n.agaragear.com

uii@~m

CIRCI.E 163

HELP ''''ANTED
1.------------------------,1

,J01NI GLEASON'S
INEW TEAJM liN D;ETROIT
Gleason !$ opening; 8 Y:echnical Center In DetrOit
and: is looking for an Applica.tiorr Engineer tha! is
a motivated sail-starter who thrives, on continuous improvemenl8nd 'customer satisfaction. The
ideal candidate will possess comprehensive
hands 'on axperience with the development and
production of Bevel Gears (Cylindrical knowledge
a plus]. The job would require solid problem
solving skills and the ability to work closelv with
cuS!omars. Responsibilities would atse include
customer training.
All applications will be treated in confidanc •. EOE.
Send, I!LXor E·mail vour resume to:
Human Resour,ces - Technicel

Cenler

1000 UnlversltY Avenue
P.O. Box 22970
Roche51er NY 14692·297D
Fax: (7161256-1714
E·mail; cDreersCigleason,coID
Check out Gleeson Oppilrtunities en
www.gleason.com

ESTIMATOR AND/OR
GEAR ENGINEER
WANTED!'
Estimator and/or 'Gear Engineer
wanted for a full-time position with
a major gear manufacturer located
in the Southea t. Mus! po sea
strong knowledge of gears. Please

send resume to:
Estimatoll'lEngineer

P;O. Box 8379
Greenville,. SC 29604
Yourresume willi be held
in strict confidence.

t64

HELP WANT'ED
,AD1ISAIRE ALSO
OINILIINEAT'
-

• Cincinnali Milacron eNe
Cylindrical Grinder
• Continuous Process Improvement
Utilizing SPC and Quality Planning
• J1T Delivery using Innovative
Stocking Programs

CIFlC'I.E 169

BRO,,\CHING
PR,ODUCTION B,ROAICHING

Pump Gears 10 AGMA Class 15
I. The lalesl grinding!echnology
Lncludlng:
• Reishauer RZ300E

Electronic Gear Grinders
• Gleason TA.G400 eNe High
ProductionGear Grinder

IUlII:fum Produdioll Quanliliel

.' Honet' ZP350 AMI)'UCa1 'Gear Analyzer 10
insureOu Illy

Phone

I. PrectSlOrl Ground Spur. Helical and

Gear IMlchina Rapairmln Expenenced troubleshooter fin mechanical
and hvdra.ulic repairs. Knowl dge of elactncal systems desirable. No travel.
Friendly work environment at our convenient

northwest suburban Chicago location.
Profit sharing, health insurance.

-

www.ge.artechn%.gy.c.om

CAiDILLA'C IM.ACHINERY ICOI.INC.
1401 Lum .A.venUI'. Elk IGroll. II. &00II7
E-ltIIil: ulllls@ad71IKrlf£hirllHf.ctIIfJ
Fu ~our re-uJIIe to 847-43Ni611.
JUL't/oI.UGUST

2000
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OF SCIENCE

ABA
liver E. Saari was an engineer

that have already been applied in industry

with

two

and

loves

in his life-writing

great

professional

will

be widely used in the future."

Oliver Saari: Writer

and

gear design. and he was devoted

Poul

Anderson.

to each in their tum, Tile same original

Saari's,

thinking that informed his fiction, giving

between

life to [ales of space exploration,

ence eloquently

the evo-

lution of man, and many other topics. led
him to become one of the great pioneers
rj;

Gear Designer

Finland,

on March 22, 1918. His family

immigrated
After

to the United Stales in 1927.

graduating

from

high

science

school

in

1935, Saari went to work for the Civilian

the

friend

of

relationship

fiction writers and sciwhen he said, "Our writ-

Saari was such a bard, a voice in a
of friends

and role

Poul

included

Oliver E. Saari was born in Helsinki.

a close

described

ers are bards of science."
choir

in gear design.

c hv~r Saa

-

Heinlein,

models

Anderson.

C.D. Sirnak,

that

Robert

Gordy

Dickson,

Oliver E. Saari. Science Fiction Wrirer.

Arthur C. Clarke and others who speculated on the future. the universe.

more to him," said Leeson. "He knew he

and the

could write and even. bragged about get-

role of science in human endeavor.
Saari's

stories

deal

with

ting stones back with no editorial changes

artificial

intellige nee, elec tromagnet is m, astrono-

whatsoever.

tional school where he learned tool and

my and flight, nuclear energy and space

die making.

After that, he entered

travel.

in character development. From the early
19508 on. he poured all his creativity into

University

of

mechanical

engineering.

Conservation

Corps and attended a voca-

Minnesota

to

the

study

He graduated

He saw space stations launching

missions
Man,"

to other
(952),

reliable

in 1943 and went to work for the Buick

("SteHa.r Exodus,"

MOlar

Division

Motors,

ligence

("Dog,"

where

his interest

in gears developed.

effects

of radiation

of General

worlds

(,'The

his [gear design] work."

Space

nuclear

Saari's 1. nst Chap .-r

power

1936), artificial

Oliver

intel-

1950), and the mutative
on life ("Two Sane

but Iclt his own luck of skill

Saari

died

on January

25.

2000, at the age of 81. Unlike many who
don't

live to see the future

they write

Men," 1937).

about, Saari was able to see that many of
the things

Tool Works (lTW) and earned a master's

Saari's
work
first saw print
in
Astounding Science Fiction. The story.
"Stellar Exodus," sold for $35.00.
After "Stellar Exodus," his by-line
was seen again in Astounding Science
Fiction, as well as in Startling Stories
and The Magazine of Fantasy and
Science Fiction among others. Out of 30

degree

stories written

According

to Saari, gear design was the

most mathematical
engineering.

field in mechanical

"He once told me that he

might have been a physicist."
Leeson,

Saari's daughter,

said Heidi

"but engineer-

ing seemed a safer bet when it came time
to gel a job."

In 1945, he went to work for Illinois
in mechanics

from

Institute of TechnoJogy.

the llIinois

Saari's career at

when

between

he quit

writing

Roller Screws,

Helicon, Con curve and Spiroid

Planoid Gears,

Gears.

all of which

illinois

Tool Works. According

Faydor

Litvin,

Research
Illinois

are trademarks

Director

Laboratory
at Chicago.

of the

of

between

to Dr.

between

Gear

at the University of
"Saari's

inventions

bear the features of an unorthodox

way of

thinking. which resulted in original ideas
64 GEAR TECHNOLOGV

the influence
science

has over

be like? We must listen to
that once upon a time. they

sang about us. 0

his

and

as they sing and

Tell Us What You Think ...

gear

a choice
design.

·
I

If you found this article of interest and/or I
useful, please circle .234.
'
It you did not care for this article. circle 235.

what he felt he could do well

and what he felt he could do brilliantly.

"J

think he got a charge out of having his
stories

fiction

remember

turned

to Saari making

writing

science

than it does about

fact. What will the lives of our

descendants

As for why Saari quit writing. the evidence points

his longevity

] 935 and 1953.

attention entirely to gear design. Saari

Spiracon

about

ago were, indeed,

real. This, perhaps. speaks less

and

saw 19 of his stories in print,

Endicon,

becoming

of science

ic invention

including

his contemporaries

the bards

the Tllinois Tool Works was one of prolifand innovation.

he and

wrote about decades

published

paid money

and

actually

getting

for them, but there is no

question that his engineering

work meant

It you would like to respond to this or any
other article in this edition of G88r IechnologV. please fax your response to the
attention of Charles Cooper, seruor editor, at
847-437·6618 or send e-mail messages to
Charles@geartechnology.com.

perry Technology Corporatlo .....,
ao, Box

21 /291
1

New Hartfo

dusrrlal Park Road
,CT.

06057

Phone:~860~738·2525
Fax:~860~738·2455

E·m.ail: sales@perrygear.
Website:

